"At Union Bank, we work hard to earn your trust."

—Henry A. Leslie
President and Chief Executive Officer

Union Bank works closely with many Alabama attorneys in the administration of trusts and estates. Our investment capabilities have increased dramatically in the past year by the addition of a state-of-the-art computerized system. As Alabama's largest independent bank, we control all our investment processing within the Trust Department to assure constant attention and complete confidentiality for your clients.

We invite your questions about Union Bank's trust services. Our experienced trust officers will be glad to discuss any business, financial or administrative aspect of the services we provide.

UNION BANK & TRUST

60 Commerce Street
Montgomery, Alabama 36104
(205) 265-8201
## Tools of the trade for the Alabama attorney . . .

### Treatises . . .

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Criminal Offenses and Defenses in Alabama</td>
<td>Chiarkas, Chiarkas &amp; Viegas</td>
<td>$42.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alabama Criminal Trial Practice</td>
<td>Chiarkas</td>
<td>$55.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alabama Law of Damages, Gamble &amp; Corley</td>
<td></td>
<td>$70.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alabama Divorce, Alimony &amp; Child Custody</td>
<td>McCrory &amp; Davis</td>
<td>$60.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alabama Criminal Trial Practice Forms</td>
<td>Chiarkas</td>
<td>$59.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alabama Limitations of Actions &amp; Notice Provisions</td>
<td>Hoff</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alabama Workmen's Compensation, Hood, Hardy &amp; Saad</td>
<td></td>
<td>$39.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Monographs . . .

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Collections of Accounts</td>
<td>Jeffries &amp; Wilkinson</td>
<td>$24.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corporations - Formation with Forms</td>
<td>Walhall</td>
<td>$24.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detinue, Executions &amp; Mechanics' Liens</td>
<td>Hairston</td>
<td>$24.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enforcement of Security Interests in Personal Property</td>
<td>Jeffries</td>
<td>$24.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Landlord &amp; Tenant - Breach &amp; Remedies</td>
<td>Huskey &amp; Etheridge</td>
<td>$24.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wrongful Death Actions</td>
<td>Jeffries</td>
<td>$24.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### National . . .

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adjustment of Debts, Individual with Regular Income, Ch. 13, Federal Bankruptcy Act</td>
<td>Phillips</td>
<td>$39.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evidence in Trials under Bankruptcy Act</td>
<td>Norton &amp; Russell</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liquidation under Ch. 7 of the Bankruptcy Act</td>
<td>Phillips</td>
<td>$37.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reorganizations under Ch. II of the Bankruptcy Code</td>
<td>Dobbs</td>
<td>$39.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contracts: Contemporary Cases, Comments and Problems, Closen, Perlmutter and Wittenberg</td>
<td></td>
<td>$33.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Determining Disability &amp; Personal Injury Damage</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical Evaluation for Trial Lawyers</td>
<td>McQuade</td>
<td>$89.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dental Practice for Trial Lawyers</td>
<td>Pekatsky</td>
<td>$54.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Insanity Defense: A Bibliographic Research Guide, Picquet and Best</td>
<td></td>
<td>$35.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preparation of Medical Cases for Settlement and Trial</td>
<td>Holley</td>
<td>$79.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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Huntsville — Heritage and High Tech — pg. 120
Heading for Huntsville in July? Then be sure to find out what’s going on and where to go in the Rocket City. Details are inside.

On the cover
The cover photograph, of the recently restored Lowndes County Courthouse, was taken by Montgomery attorney and amateur photographer Tom McGregor of Webb, Crumpton & McGregor.

Income Taxation of Wrongful Death Proceeds in Alabama — pg. 127
A recent ruling by the IRS has changed the long-standing rule on the taxability of wrongful death proceeds. Under the new standards beneficiaries of wrongful death judgments or settlements will incur significant tax consequences.
ISSUE IN BRIEF

Midyear Conference Highlights — pg. 140

For those who missed this year's conference, it was quite a success. Highlights, in pictures, are inside.

Review of Uninsured and Underinsured Motorist Law in Alabama — pg. 142

Uninsured motorist coverage had engendered a number of appellate decisions which have carved many special rules in this area. Recent amendments to the uninsured motorist statutes have added a new category of coverage — “underinsured motorist.”

A Look at Alabama State Bar Headquarters — pg. 146

Personnel of the state bar headquarters perform a myriad of services for Alabama practitioners. These services may be of benefit to you in the practice of law.

Special Recognition

Special thanks for help with this issue go to Tom McGregor, Richard Gill, Pat Graves and Alex Jackson for his photographic contributions.
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Every lawyer licensed to practice in Alabama has an opportunity for an active role in the bar. Those who participate the most get the most out of the bar organization. Likewise, the more participants, the more responsive the bar.

The annual meeting of the Alabama State Bar is close at hand. I personally invite each of you to be in Huntsville at the Hilton and Von Braun Civic Center July 25-27, 1985. There is an outstanding program planned with some portion devoted to the interests of each member of the bar. As in the past, we will have programs designed for those who wish credit for continuing legal education, in addition to the normal business of the bar. Of course, we have gala entertainment scheduled for your pleasure. We look forward to seeing you in Huntsville!

When you receive your annual meeting program within the next few days, please immediately pre-register. We are hopeful this will be the largest meeting of the Alabama State Bar, and, certainly, it will be one of the most outstanding.

By now, you should have received a committee preference questionnaire from President-elect Jim North. The bar needs your help, and we wish to accommodate your preferences. Please take a few moments to consider and respond on the questionnaire. Whenever possible, your preference will be honored.

The Alabama State Bar is undertaking your program with the primary emphasis on the betterment of our profession. Your contribution is wanted, needed and necessary to make your bar a truly representative body.

During the past 18 months, the Governance Committee has been hard at work redesigning the method of representation on the bar governing body and the method of electing officers. All of this is aimed at making the bar more responsive to the needs of each of its members. However, without your help as an individual practitioner, your bar truly cannot be representative and responsive to the needs of our profession.

I urge you to participate in the committee program of the Alabama State Bar.

Your state bar is involved in several innovative programs which will assist you as a lawyer to keep pace with the times. However, as we adapt to change, we lawyers must not compromise our professionalism.

Despite some of the criticism of our profession, we can look with pride to the fact the services of lawyers are more available today to more people than ever before in our history. Let us strive to make certain those services are more competently and ethically performed today than ever before.

Each generation of lawyers faces its own pressures, dilemmas and challenges. With your participation, the Alabama State Bar can point the way to meet those pressures, dilemmas and challenges — now and in the future. I urge each lawyer to seize the opportunity and duty to participate “in the upbuilding of the profession.”

— Walter R. Byars
Executive Director's Report

Procrastination

Andy Rooney might well ask, "Why do people procrastinate? Do you know people who procrastinate? Are lawyers the best procrastinators of all? Do you procrastinate?"

The past six months have convinced me of the answers to the last three questions. They all would be YES. If I knew the answer to the first, I could solve many of the problems various members and would-be members have created for themselves within our association.

Areas of Procrastination

Licensing Requirements The number of lawyers who delayed — and some still are delaying — purchasing their 1984-1985 license (due no later than October 31, 1984,) is alarming. Most licensing authorities send notices on or before October 1 of each year; however, the number of lawyers who called to complain about the late fees and penalty provisions indicates the notices get put aside and forgotten. Delinquency costs can be substantial. Failure to purchase the license raises the possibility of a client's action for practicing without a license after opposing counsel prevails on a motion to dismiss. Mark your 1985 calendar now: your 1985-1986 license is due October 1, 1985. Do not rely on the firm's bookkeeper to remind you.

MCLE Requirements This area of procrastination is equally disturbing. While the vast majority of our members comply with the 12-hour requirement, many have complained to me about the course offerings in late November and December. Complaints relate to the timing and selection during those months. Invariably I was told, "It's my fault, I just put off getting in my hours." We had received less than one-half the required reports as late as the end of November (only 30 percent). Compliance was at 70 percent by the end of December, the compliance deadline.

We received another 21 percent of the forms during January. Interestingly, a high percentage of these late compliers was in the same group last year. It was a matter of concern to note further how many of them also had client complaints filed against them. Many complaints were generated by continuing failure to communicate with the client.

Bar Admission Deadlines Far too many applicants wait until the last 72 hours to file an examination application, and this creates problems for the applicants. Many of our members serve as affiants, and the required affidavits in support of character and fitness frequently are laid aside by well-meaning attorney friends and then not submitted by the completed application filing deadline. The lawyer who delayed sending the affidavit always is remorseful; however, the applicant is the party penalized by not qualifying to sit for the next bar examination due to an incomplete application. If you agree to send an affidavit, send it that day.

Professional Liability Insurance The spiraling rates in professional liability insurance have generated many telephone calls to me in recent weeks. Rates for professional liability insurance fluctuate in cycles, and, unfortunately, nationwide we are in the phase where the market is severely limited and those few writers of this coverage are raising rates to stay in the market. Many of our insureds are delaying action, when renewal notices are received, until the end of the policy period. The restricted market has caused most carriers to require new applications with renewals, and the delays in receiving renewal confirmation plus a significantly increased premium are causing concern.

I strongly suggest you have your agent review the market for you the day you receive your renewal notice. For those not presently insured with the bar's endorsed carrier, you will find in most instances the best coverage at the most competitive rates.

The rate increases are justified based (Continued on page 138)
Undoubtedly, every Alabama lawyer has had occasion to cite as precedent a case reported by Benjamin Faneuil Porter, leading that cite with the phrase, "It has been the law in this jurisdiction for more than 100 years . . . . " Indeed, many a modern decision often draws upon those early reported cases which remain today only because of Porter's sustained attention to his appointment by the supreme court as reporter of decisions, a position Porter held at the age of 26, while he was actively practicing law in Tuscaloosa and later while he was a circuit judge in the 10th Judicial Circuit in Mobile.

What every Alabama lawyer may not know, however, is that this man neither began nor ended his career in his capacity with the supreme court, but was, and remains, one of the most, if not the most, noteworthy figure in the development of Alabama law. Porter was a man of extreme versatility: a physician; lawyer; circuit judge; newspaperman; poet; reporter and editor of the decisions of the Alabama Supreme Court; railroad president; regional and national politician; colonel in charge of planning and building a Confederate governmental hospital in Greenville, Alabama; and translator of historical documents. It was as a contemporary and correspondent of Alabama historian A.J. Pickett Porter penned his history of the state of Alabama in *Reminiscences of Men and Things in Alabama*.

Fortunately for the modern reader, the diligence of Sara Walls uncovered the original manuscript of *Reminiscences*, and through her careful researching and editing, the printed version of this manuscript is available today. This intriguing autobiography of Porter recounts life in Alabama from the early days of the 19th century through the Civil War years, citing many historic events, including the founding of the law school at the University of Alabama. Porter, incidentally, was offered the first chair of law at the University of Alabama School of Law. Porter's attention to his contemporaries is unequalled by any historical work of his day. He speaks of circuit judges and other officers of the law, military personnel and prominent citizens throughout Alabama.

This work contains a map of early Alabama showing various cities and counties in which Porter lived and worked during a 39-year period; photographs and drawings representing dwelling places of Porter's in Claiborne, Tuscaloosa, Mobile, Porterville (in DeKalb County), Sydney (in Marshall County) and Greenville, Alabama; and an early etching of Porter by Alexander Hay Ritchie of New York. Within the text of this very accurate and faithful reflection of the original *Reminiscences* are interspersed a few closely related passages selected from Porter's writings previously published in *Southern Quarterly Review*, volume XVI, October 1849, and in John Belton O'Neall's *Biographical Sketches of Bench and Bar of South Carolina*, volume II, 1859. As Walls explains in her forward, "These passages, amplifying Porter's literary attention, are set in a distinctive type face to differentiate them from the *Reminiscences* per se."

Rufus Bealle, a prominent Tuscaloosa lawyer (Continued on page 139)
About Members
About Members
Laird R. Jones has joined Union Camp Corporation as counsel at the company's Montgomery mill. Jones is a native of Andalusia and received his law degree from the University of Alabama School of Law January 1979.
Prior to joining Union Camp, he practiced with the Montgomery law firm of Argo & Enslen.

Steve R. Forehand has been named director of taxes and corporate counsel for Russell Corporation in Alexander City, Alabama.

Among Firms
Robert S. Ramsey, Stephen J. Flynn and S.C. Middlebrooks are pleased to announce the formation of their new practice as Ramsey, Flynn and Middlebrooks, P.C. Their offices are located in Suite 1806, First National Bank Building, Mobile, Alabama 36602. Phone 433-8100.

Clifton S. Price, II, and Herbert B. Sparks, Jr., are pleased to announce the formation of their partnership for the general practice of law with offices in the Highland Professional Building, 2220 Highland Avenue, Birmingham, Alabama, phone 939-3999.

The law firm of Hollis & Leatherers is pleased to announce Lee B. Osborn, formerly in practice in Sheffield, Alabama, is now associated with them in the practice of law. Offices are located at 28 East 1st Avenue North, P.O. Box 708, Winfield, Alabama 35594; 109 First Street S.E., Fayette, Alabama 35555 and 212 South Vernon Street, P.O. Box 599, Sulligent, Alabama 35586.

Wiginton & Bailey take pleasure in announcing G. Daniel Reeves has become associated with the firm, and the firm name will be Wiginton, Bailey & Reeves. They have relocated to the Statesman Building, 105 Vulcan Road, Suite 401, Birmingham, Alabama 35209. Phone 942-9233.

The law firm of Gaines & Cleckler, P.C., takes pleasure in announcing Charles P. Gaines is now a member of the firm, and Robert B. Barnett, Jr., has become an associate of the firm. Offices are located at 127 East North Street, Talladega, Alabama 35160. Phone 362-2386.

Balch and Bingham, located in Birmingham and Montgomery, takes pleasure in announcing Michael L. Edwards has joined the firm as a partner, and Ralph F. MacDonald, III, has become a partner in the firm.

Arthur T. Powell, III, announces the opening of his law office at 1204 First National Bank Building, 31 N. Royal Street, Mobile, Alabama 36602. Phone 433-8310.

Harold E. Walden, Sr., and Joseph E. Walden are pleased to announce the formation of a firm for the general practice of law under the name of Walden & Walden with offices located at Suite 201, 1240 Jessup Building, P.O. Box 1610, Alabama 35007. Phone 663-0915.

John P. Furman, attorney at law, announces the opening of his branch office for the general practice of law in Orange Beach, Alabama. The coastal office is located on Alabama Highway 180, Callaway Company, Inc. Building, P.O. Box 275, Orange Beach, Alabama 36561. Phone 981-9100. The Mobile office is located at 161 Conti Street, Mobile, Alabama 36602. Phone 432-5700 or 432-5701.

James R. Bowles and John I. Cottle, III, are pleased to announce the formation of a partnership for the general practice of law under the name of Bowles & Cottle. Nancy I. Cottle also will be associated with the firm. Temporary offices will be located at the Tallassee Shopping Center, Gilmer Avenue, Tallassee, Alabama. Phone 283-6548.
The offices of O'Bannon and O'Bannon are pleased to announce the removal of their offices to 402 South Pine Street in Florence, Alabama.

Donald H. Patterson and Gary L. Jester are pleased to announce the formation of a partnership for the general practice of law under the name Patterson & Jester. Offices are located at 117 Mobile Plaza, Florence, Alabama. Phone 764-3941.

The law firm of deGraffenried and Hawkins is pleased to announce the association of Scott Donaldson with the firm for the practice of law. Offices are located at 2620 6th Street, P.O. Box 2263, Tuscaloosa, Alabama 35403, phone 759-1226.

J. Knox Argo, Frederick T. Enslen, John M. Holloway, Jr., and M. Wayne Sabel are pleased to announce their association for the general practice of law under the firm name of Argo, Enslen, Holloway & Sabel, P.C. Offices are located at 300 South Hull Street, Montgomery, Alabama 36104, phone 834-2460.

James M. Morton, II, and Samuel Maples are pleased to announce their partnership, with offices at 1716 14th Avenue South, Birmingham, Alabama 35205.

Nancy Davis, James E. Cox and William A. Cleveland are pleased to announce the formation of a partnership for the practice of law under the firm name of Davis, Cox & Cleveland. Offices are located at 337-B East Magnolia, Auburn, Alabama 36830, phone 821-1908.

Richard Wilson & Associates
Registered Professional Court Reporters
132 Adams Avenue
Montgomery, Alabama 36104
264-6433
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Law Book Exchange
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Jacksonville, FL 32216
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Often First Investigations
Don't Do Your Case Justice

Even a slight oversight in initial accident reports can make a deciding difference in your case. For a follow-up investigation and valid, reliable testimony by a well-established expert, contact:

ALBERT MEDINA
Traffic-Accident Consultant/Reconstructionist

Accident Investigation Court Testimony
Speed Estimates Accident Reconstruction
Lamp Examination Photographs
Collision Analysis

P.O. Box 17332 • Montgomery, Alabama 36117
(205) 277-7929

Four Alabama and Federal Trial Practice Form Books Available for Immediate Shipment . . .

☐ ALABAMA AND FEDERAL PLAINTIFF DISCOVERY FORMS
☐ ALABAMA AND FEDERAL MOTION FORMS
☐ ALABAMA AND FEDERAL ORDER AND JUDGMENT FORMS
☐ ALABAMA AND FEDERAL COMPLAINT FORMS

Part of a series of trial practice form books by Robert Sellers Smith and Joan McIntyre.

The price of each of these books is $59.95 plus postage and handling.

MADISON PUBLISHING COMPANY, INC.
223 EAST SIDE SQUARE
HUNTSVILLE, ALABAMA 35801
(205) 533-5040
Coffee County Bar Association

In a recent meeting of its members, the Coffee County Bar elected Merrill Shirley, president; Bruce McLean, vice-president; and Paul Young, Jr., secretary-treasurer. The association also honored its immediate past president, Dale Marsh, and immediate past secretary-treasurer, John Dowling, for their loyal and dedicated service to the Coffee County Bar.

Houston County Bar Association

The Houston County Bar Association recently participated with the Dothan school system to promote an awareness of the law and the way the state's legal system works. As part of that program, the Alabama Supreme Court was invited to Dothan to hear oral arguments May 3; in addition, a reception in honor of the court was held the night before.

Mobile Bar Association

The Mobile Bar Association honored nine of its members for serving 50 years in the legal profession. Seven of those nine were present at the regular MBA monthly meeting held March 15 at The Admiral Semmes. These individuals represent a wide range of legal experience.

Garet Van Antwerp Airdridge was in the banking business for approximately 40 years and now is in the private practice of law.
R.H. "Pete" Allen was a corporate officer with International Paper Company for over 30 years.
Judge Allan R. Cameron was appointed the first full-time United States magistrate of the U.S. District Court.
Judge Robert E. Hodnette, Jr., is the presiding circuit judge of the 13th judicial district.
Ralph Kennamer spent a number of years as U.S. attorney for the southern district of Alabama and city attorney for the cities of Mobile and Prichard.

Albert J. Tully has practiced law with the same law partner for 47 of those 50 years.
Janella J. Wood holds the distinction of being the first female in Mobile to reach the 50-year milestone and possibly the first in Alabama.
George E. Stone, Jr., and Bart B. Chamberlain, Jr., were unable to attend the meeting, but also were honored for their contributions to the legal profession.

Eight of the "honored nine" are graduates of the University of Alabama Law School Class of 1935 (Mrs. Wood was the only female). In fact, there were 14 Mobilians who graduated with the class of '35.

Each honoree was given a framed certificate, signed by MBA President Ben H. Kilborn, to commemorate the occasion.

Seven of the nine members of the Mobile Bar Association honored for 50 years of service in the legal profession
Bar Briefs

Williams named dean of Cumberland

Parham H. Williams, Jr., director of the University of Mississippi Law Center and Dean of the University of Mississippi Law School, has been named dean of Cumberland School of Law of Samford University.

The appointment of Williams culminates a 13-month search to select a successor to former Dean Donald E. Corley, who resigned in February 1984 to return to full-time teaching in the law school. Brad Bishop, a veteran of 14 years on the Cumberland faculty, has served as interim dean.

Williams has been director of the Mississippi Law Center since its establishment in 1973. The center broadens the legal education concept of the Law School and combines the resources of the School of Law, Law Library, Law Research Institute, Court Education Program, Institute of Continuing Legal Education and Court Reporting Program.

Williams was dean of the Mississippi School of Law for two years prior to the establishment of the Law Center concept. Previously, he served as associate dean, assistant dean and administrative assistant of the School of Law, beginning in 1965.

Active in state, regional and national associations, Williams has served in such roles as commissioner of the Law Enforcement Assistance Commission (1972-76), commissioner of the National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws (since 1971), a member of the ABA Committee on Prosecutorial Standards (1981-82) and chairman of the Mississippi Governor’s Blue Ribbon Committee on Criminal Prosecutions (1981-82). He has been chairman of the Mississippi Supreme Court Advisory Committee on Rules since 1983.

Williams holds Bachelor of Arts and Juris Doctor degrees from the University of Mississippi and a Master of Laws from Yale University. He was recipient of a Sterling Fellowship for study at Yale in 1964 and a Fellowship for Advanced Study in Law School Administration at New York University in 1968.

LL.M. in taxation—Montgomery 1985-87

The University of Alabama School of Law again is sponsoring a graduate program in tax. This program is designed to serve practicing Alabama lawyers interested in obtaining, on a part-time basis, the LL.M. in taxation degree.

The program consists of six semesters spanning two academic years, with two classes per semester. Two-hour classes begin August 24, 1985, and the first semester concludes December 14. The program will continue through summer semester 1987. Location of this cycle of the program is Montgomery (it previously has been held in Birmingham and Mobile), with the exact site to be announced later.

Tuition is as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>One Course</th>
<th>Two Courses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Resident</td>
<td>$250</td>
<td>$382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-resident</td>
<td>$378</td>
<td>$468</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resident audit</td>
<td>179</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-resident audit</td>
<td>243</td>
<td>378</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The above charges do not cover books and materials.

For more information or application materials, contact:
Admissions Office
School of Law
Box 1435
University, AL 35486-1435
(205) 348-5440

Litigation Section Organization to be considered

Tennent Lee, chairman of the Task Force to Organize a Litigation Section, announced plans for a meeting open to all interested attorneys to be conducted during the bar’s annual meeting in Huntsville, July 23-27. Said Lee, “There is presently no section which addresses the needs and problems of all litigators no matter in which forum they practice or on which side of the courtroom they sit. The proposed litigation section will take an interdisciplinary approach to those problems facing the trial bar, as distinguished from the existing sections such as Labor Law, Practice and Procedure, Criminal, Antitrust, Family, Bankruptcy and Administrative Law, which are devoted to substantive and procedural problems peculiar to those areas.” Possible goals are:

1. provide a forum where all trial attorneys may meet and discuss common problems;
2. undertake an extensive educational program to improve the competency of the trial bar; and
3. improve the efficiency, uniformity and economy of litigation and work to curb abuses of the judicial process.

Litigators interested in attending the meeting should write to Mr. Lee at P.O. Box 68, Huntsville, Alabama 35804. Those interested, but unable to attend, should let him know of their interest so their names can be added to the list of potential section members.
For nearly a century First American Title Insurance Company has been an important part of the legal community. The spirit of cooperation, the experience and attitude of mutual assistance in working with the legal profession has made this independent title company the nation’s third largest.

From the old Harris County Courthouse in Houston, Texas to the Pacific and Atlantic seaboard, First American and the spirit is ready!

**The First American**

**Spirit**

**First American Title Insurance Company**

STATE OFFICE: 1529 FOURTH ST., NEW ORLEANS, LA 70115 • (504) 895-9911
NATIONAL HEADQUARTERS: 114 E. FIFTH ST., SANTA ANA, CA 92701 • (714) 558-3211
SERVING TITLE INSURANCE NEEDS THROUGHOUT THE UNITED STATES
Affiliated with The First American Financial Corporation
HUNTSVILLE —
Heritage and High Tech

by Helen C. Smith

Huntsville is a subtle blend of diverse elements, a study in contrasts. Upon arrival, one is captivated by the mountains with the panorama below of the cotton fields and sprawling city. The old is juxtaposed with the new, antebellum mansions are silhouetted against Rocket City skyscrapers.

The city is a panoply of cultures and nationalities. Huntsville has been the mountain home of the illustrious German scientist, Werner Von Braun, and the setting for James Michener's novel, Space. On the other side of town and time, Leroy Pope Walker, secretary of war for the Confederacy, lived in the Twickenham area (as do his great-grandchildren today).

This gentle mixing of hills and dales, old and new, continental and country, offbeat and traditional, makes a city where the tempo is fast, but the ambiance is slow. One can feel the electricity of the fast-growing high technological industry and yet seek solace in genteel parlours on Adams Street, where time stands still.

The charm of our city lies in her contradictions. The contrasts emerge when exploring Huntsville. She is a gracious lady who, with one foot planted firmly in the past, steps confidently into the future. One can visit Constitution Hall Park, the birthplace of Alabama statehood — and step back into the 19th century. From there, one can take a short journey to the Marshall Space Flight Center, “the launching pad” of our modern space flight program — and step into the 21st century.

Experience the essence of Huntsville, Alabama — Rocket City, USA.

Old and New

Old Start with the old, the tried and true. Huntsville Heritage Tours, owned by Leslie Crowson and Jayne Lowry, conduct private and group tours. For a detailed look at Huntsville’s two downtown historic areas, these ladies lead both driving and walking tours. They may be contacted at 539-6218.

If you wish to discover downtown’s main sights on your own, stop by the Madison County Travel and Tourism Board office and pick up a copy of “A Walking Tour of Huntsville, Alabama.” The Tourism Board is located in the Central Bank Building on West Side Square; phone 534-0638.

Historical Sites not to be Missed

- Constitution Hall Park (309 Madison Street, 532-7551)
- Twickenham Historic Preservation District
- Leroy Pope Walker House (403 Echols Avenue)
- Railroad Museum
- Howard Weeden House and Museum (300 Gates Avenue, 536-7718)
- Maple Hill Cemetery
- Mooresville, Alabama (Highway 20 between Decatur and Huntsville)

New To get an out-of-this world experience, visitors to Huntsville should not miss the Alabama Space and Rocket Center. The space program is capitalized in this unique museum. It has movies, displays and rides illustrating the space technology that has evolved in the 20th century. It is a window to the 21st century. Do not miss this! Located on Highway 20 West. Phone: 837-3400.

For an in-depth look at the space program, Marshall Space Flight Center is a must. This was where Werner Von Braun designed the first rockets that would blast our astronauts into space and catapult Huntsville into the space age. The tours originate from the Alabama Space and Rocket Center. Phone: 837-3400.

Other 20th Century Places to Go:

- Von Braun Civic Center — for your entertainment needs
- Madison County Courthouse — mosaic depicting Huntsville’s history and development
- Huntsville Athletic Club — indoor tennis
- Huntsville Country Club — golf

Hills and Dales

Hills The Monte Sano Mountain Scenic Overlook located on Governor’s Drive offers the best bird’s eye view of Huntsville.

Other Mountain-Top Experiences:

- Bankhead Parkway Scenic Overlook
- Burritt Museum, located atop Monte Sano
- Green Mountain Nature Trail
- Space Walk — a nature walk across the mountain
- The Cross on Monte Sano

Helen C. Smith attended Mississippi State College for Women and graduated cum laude from the University of Alabama. She is married to C. Lynwood Smith, Jr., circuit judge for the 23rd judicial circuit, and is a travel conference coordinator with Cook Travel Agency in Huntsville.
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Top right: Clement Comer Clay—chaired committee of 15 drafting the state’s constitution—his law office has been recreated as part of the historical interpretation of Constitution Hall Park.

Top left: Two views of Von Braun Civic Center—the site of the bar’s 1985 Annual Convention

Bottom left: Constitution Hall—1819 meeting site for 44 delegates from 22 counties writing the Alabama Constitution

Bottom right: For movies, displays and rides illustrating 20th century space technology, do not miss the Alabama Space and Rocket Center.
Dales Big Spring International Park is adorned with gifts to Huntsville from all over the world. This is a beautiful place for a romantic stroll or feeding the ducks—a favorite with the children.

Other Unique Experiences in the Valley:
- Jones Valley and Farm
- Three Caves — an old quarry off Hemitage Avenue
- Paint Rock Valley — a picturesque drive

Country and Continental (Cuisine)

Country The mecca of Huntsville politics is Eunice's Country Kitchen. It is a "down-home" breakfast at its best. The specialty of the house is country ham, biscuits and either red-eye or sawmill gravy. What really makes the place special is Eunice Merrill—a warm, charming lady who makes everyone feel at home.

More Country Cookin' and Local Color:
- Gibson's — Barbecue, ribs
- Mullin's — Hamburgers, hot dogs, chili dogs
- Oakwood Bakery — Nutrition-based baked goods
- Greenbriar (Highway 20 between Decatur and Huntsville) — Catfish, barbecued chicken
- Boots — Football atmosphere; steaks
- Twickenham Station — Steaks, fresh fish

Continental Two unique places serving cuisine from nations hemispheres, and palates, apart immediately come to mind. The Ol'Heidelberg has a Tyrolean atmosphere and authentic Bavarian cooking. A specialty of the house is a delicate Weiner Schnitzel. The other, the House of Mandarin, has a comfortable Far Eastern atmosphere and delicious hot and spicy Chinese food. Jackson Yuan, the owner, is a Chinese counterpart to Eunice Merrill. He knows his guests by name and has a smile and a hug for all.

Additional Continental Cuisine for Discriminating Palates:
- The Rib Cellar at the Jet Port
- Shogun Japanese Steak House
- Lofton's at the Hilton
- The Heritage Club — A private club, but a member may take you

- The Fogcutter — Steaks
- TGI Friday's — Sunday Brunch
- Roy Gonzalez Mexican Restaurant
- Twickenham Station

Off-Beat and Traditional (Shopping)

Traditional Laurens is a favorite of Huntsvillians for finding that perfect gift. To their dismay, many people shop out of town to find something unique only to come home and find it tucked in a corner of Laurens. Do not visit Laurens unless you have plenty of time. It has the added advantage of being within walking distance of the Convention Headquarters.

Traditional Shopping Near the Convention Site:
- Randolph & Swan (Fine jewelry, gifts)
- The Elf Shelf (Dolls, dollhouses, miniatures)
- Juliann's (Traditional women's clothing)
- Kay's Cupboard (Antiques)
- Willa's (Traditional and haute couture)
- Peppagallo (Shoes, clothing)
- Harrison Brothers store and museum on the Courthouse Square (crafts, gifts and museum in a perfectly restored early 1900s hardware and general store atmosphere)

Off-Beat The Kaffeeklatsch and Books as Seeds are establishments appealing to eclectic tastes. Books as Seeds has just a hint of counterculture about it, which keeps it from having a stuffy bookstore feeling.

If caffeine is what you are after, the Kaffeeklatsch has it. It is located downtown and is open during the day, serving pastries and numerous coffee blends.

Off-beat Places to Go:
- Finnegan's — authentic Irish pub
- Tony Mason's — Do not go if you cannot take a joke
- Comedy Spot — top name entertainers
- Cheers — waiters in costume
- Bouties — contemporary dancing
- Monte Sano Mill — bakery and eatery
- Ike's — 1950s hot rod atmosphere

When you come to Huntsville bring plenty of shoes: Walking shoes for stepping back in time; dancing shoes for kicking up your heels; and tennis shoes for keeping up with the pace of this rapidly growing city.

ALABAMA BAR INSTITUTE FOR CONTINUING LEGAL EDUCATION

Oil, Gas, and Mineral Law Institute
Friday, May 24, 1985, 8:30 - 4:15
Law Center Moot Court Room Tuscaloosa, Alabama

ABICLE is pleased to have as a faculty member CHARLES J. MEYERS of Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher in Denver, Colorado. Mr. Meyers is an authority in the field of oil and gas and is best known for his Treatise on Oil and Gas and Cases on Oil and Gas Law written with H. R. Williams. He will speak on "The Law of Covenants Implied in Oil and Gas Leases."

Other Outstanding Faculty Members Include:
- Conrad P. Armbrrecht, II
- Armbrrecht, Jackson, DeMouy, Crowe, Holmes & Reeves
- Mobile, Alabama
- Norton W. Brooker, Jr.
- Lyons, Pipes & Cook
- Mobile, Alabama
- Rae M. Crowe
- Armbrrecht, Jackson, DeMouy, Crowe, Holmes & Reeves
- Mobile, Alabama

Price: $75.00

For further information:
P.O. Box CL
University, AL 35486
205/348-6230
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Young Lawyers' Section

by
Robert T. Meadows, III
YLS President

With the request from the state bar for this article for publication, it occurs to me the 1984-85 year of the Alabama Young Lawyers' Section rapidly is drawing to a close. Much has been accomplished through the outstanding efforts of a number of dedicated young lawyers throughout the state. As of this writing, however, much remains to be accomplished prior to the end of this administration.

Conference on the Professions

Randolph P. Reaves of Montgomery spearheaded the Conference on the Professions held in Gulf Shores March 22 and 23. A number of professional disciplines were represented. Most of the individuals attending were members of professional licensing boards in Alabama. The thrust of the conference was to advise these individuals on the current state of the law in terms of administrative proceedings regarding licensing. The seminar was, in my estimation, very well received by those in attendance. As always, Randy Reaves did an excellent job, and he is to be commended.

Alabama Youth Legislature

The first weekend in April the Alabama Youth Legislature/Judicial Program convened in Montgomery. This program is designed to educate young people around the state concerning the legislative and judicial branches of the government. James Anderson spearheaded this effort on behalf of the Young Lawyers and, as usual, has done a very fine job.

Bridge the Gap Seminar

Friday, April 26, and Saturday, April 27, the Young Lawyers sponsored a “Bridge the Gap Seminar” for new and inexperienced lawyers in Birmingham at the Civic Center. James Miller was in charge of this and arranged an outstanding array of speakers imparting their wisdom to lawyers on “nuts and bolts” topics.

ABA Affiliate Outreach Meeting

May 10 and 11, 1985, the American Bar Association will hold its Bar Leadership Institute. This is sponsored by the Young Lawyers' Division of the American Bar Association and will be held this year at St. Petersburg Beach. The Young Lawyers will send several representatives to that particular meeting to discuss such things as fund-raising and projecting of the young lawyers, organizing the state young lawyers’ sections, media and press relations, legislative action, publications, missing children projects, disaster legal assistance, Law Week and other topics of interest to your Young Lawyers’ Section.

Law Week

As I am sure you all know, Law Day has blossomed into a week-long celebration. This year Law Week will be celebrated during the first week of May. The theme for Law Week ’85 is “Liberty and Justice for All.” The Young Lawyers’ Section of the Alabama State Bar, in conjunction with the American Bar Association and the state bar itself, has a number of materials available for local young lawyers' sections and local bar associations to use in formulating their plans. By the time this article goes to press, the majority of you will have received notice of the availability of these programs and, I hope, the materials which you need from Lynn McCain, who is in charge of the Law Day/Law Week Programs for the Young Lawyers’ Section.

Sandestin Seminar

The weekend of May 17 and 18, 1985, the Annual Sandestin Seminar sponsored by the Young Lawyers' Section will take place at Sandestin, Florida. This year promises to be, as in years past, a very enjoyable occasion both socially and intellectually. The committee chaired by Charles Mixon and Caine O’Rear has put together an outstanding program for this particular weekend. By now you should have received brochures regarding this particular weekend and I hope you will
make your plans to be with us. If you have any suggestions as to how we can improve this particular seminar in the future, contact me, Charlie or Caine.

Bar Admissions Ceremony

Sometime this month the Young Lawyers' Section will host a second bar admissions ceremony for new admittees to the bar. This ceremony will officially induct into our number those individuals who have taken and passed the bar examination administered in February of this year. Myra Baker will be in charge of this and, based on the success of the fall admissions ceremony, I am sure this program will be excellent.

Annual Bar Convention

The 1984-85 year will culminate with the Annual Bar Convention to be held in Huntsville. This meeting will be held at the Von Braun Civic Center the last weekend in July. The Young Lawyers' Section will sponsor another "Bridge the Gap Seminar" to be held immediately prior to that particular convention, and we encourage all "young lawyers" to attend.

New Committees

At the end of the bar convention in Huntsville, Bernie Brannan, president-elect, will assume the reigns of the Young Lawyers' Section. I am sure Bernie will have a number of committee assignments opening up during the year available to any who are interested. If you would like to become an active participant in the Young Lawyers' Section of the Alabama State Bar, please contact Bernie Brannan at his office in Montgomery.

NOTICE
ALL ADS AND ARTICLES FOR THE JULY ISSUE OF THE ALABAMA LAWYER MUST BE SUBMITTED BY MAY 31, 1985

CLE News

by
Mary Lyn Pike
Assistant Executive Director

1984 compliance

Approximately 63% of Alabama's bar members (4,833) were subject to the CLE requirement in 1984. Others were exempt from the requirement: 1,742 nonpracticing members; 625 attorneys over the age of 65; and 400 attorneys admitted to the bar during 1984. All except attorneys over 65 however, were required to file the 1984 CLE reporting form provided by the Mandatory CLE Commission.

As of the December 31 filing and compliance deadline, 76% of bar members had filed CLE reports. By February 28, all but 250 of those required to submit reports had done so. Ninety-three of those not submitting reports set out valid reasons for failure to comply on time and were granted extra time by the MCLE Commission.

Forty-nine attorneys engaged in active practice in Alabama during 1984 failed to submit reports of compliance or set out valid reasons for their failure to do so. Because reminders from their bar commissioners and the MCLE Commission went unanswered, it was necessary to certify them to the Disciplinary Commission for possible suspension from the practice of law. Fifteen percent of these had enough credits from 1983 to meet the 1984 requirement, but had not filed the required report.

Summer and CLE

Summer is a good time to combine a vacation with a CLE seminar. The CLE calendar elsewhere in this issue contains a sampling of the many opportunities available. Among them are seminars on trial practice, labor law, construction law, family law and tax law being offered in such diverse places as Dallas, Chapel Hill, Boston, Reno, Toronto and San Francisco. Additionally, the MCLE Commission has approved many other programs being conducted this summer and can provide assistance in locating seminars on topics of interest to you.

As always, educational programs approved for CLE credit will be offered during the Alabama State Bar's annual meeting, Huntsville's Von Braun Civic Center is the site for this year's meeting, which begins with an all-day seminar Thursday, July 25. Bar sections will present interesting and educational programs Friday, July 26. It should be possible to earn up to 10 CLE credits during the meeting. We look forward to seeing you there.
Law Institute Bills Pending in Legislature

The Alabama Law Institute has presented one major revision, the Alabama Eminent Domain Code, and some minor amendments to the Professional Corporation Act, Nonprofit Corporation Act and Administrative Procedure Act. In addition, the institute has prepared amendments to Alabama’s income tax law affecting divorce and an amendment to the settlement and release statute.

Institute-Prepared Legislation

Eminent Domain

The Eminent Domain Code revision is sponsored in the Senate (S. 287) by Senator Frank Ellis of Columbiana and in the House of Representatives (H. 113) by Representative Jim Campbell of Anniston. The revision will not be effective until January 1, 1986. For a review of this bill see the Legislative Wrap-up in the March 1985 edition of The Alabama Lawyer.

Pro Tanto Settlements

For years, judges and trial lawyers have been concerned with the validity of pro tanto settlements under Section 12-21-109, Code of Alabama 1975. This bill adds to the section “and all judgments entered pursuant to pro tanto settlements.” This bill is sponsored by Senator Jim Smith (S. 46) and Representatives Mike Box and Beth Marietta (H. 220).

Divorce — Tax

Effective January 1, 1985, the federal rules were changed concerning the definition of alimony and recognition of gain on transfers of property incident to a divorce. However, current Alabama laws recognize the rules in effect on January 1, 1982. The legislature is taking steps to modify the Alabama law to bring it into conformity with the federal law. The bills are sponsored by Senator Ted Little (S. 152) and Representatives Beth Marietta, Michael Onderdonk, Michael Box, Jim Campbell, John Tanner, Bill Fuller and Lloyd Coleman (H. 406).

Administrative Procedure

The Administrative Procedure Act became effective and fully operative October 1, 1983. During the past year and a half, as agencies have been working with the administrative procedure law, the need for several clarifying amendments became apparent. This bill is the result of recommended changes from lawyers, state agencies and the joint committee on Administrative Regulation Review. It clarifies provisions for the pardon and parole board, industrial relations and appellate courts, as well as the effective date provisions. The bill is sponsored by Representative Jim Campbell (H. 116).

Robert L. McCurley, Jr., director of the Alabama Law Institute, received his B.S. and LL.B. degrees from the University of Alabama. In this regular column, Mr. McCurley will keep us updated on legislation of interest and importance to Alabama attorneys.
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Income Taxation of Wrongful Death Proceeds in Alabama

by David M. Wooldridge

The Internal Revenue Service recently ruled in Revenue Ruling 84-108 damages for wrongful death in Alabama are fully taxable to the recipient for federal income tax purposes. The ruling was given only prospective effect and will apply to proceeds received pursuant to releases or judgments executed after July 15, 1984. In so ruling, the IRS singled out bereaved families in Alabama for this harsh treatment alone among all other states. It also reversed its decades-old, published position such damages are tax-exempt. Wrongful death proceeds in every other state in the nation are still exempt from federal income taxes.

The reason for this sudden change of position is as unclear as the change itself is unjustified. If ultimately sustained, the family of a decedent killed in Alabama will receive radically different treatment than families of decedents killed anywhere else in the United States. In general, the amount of the award such families in Alabama will receive will be cut in half by the federal tax levy, while families elsewhere will receive the full award. And even this harsh result will not be applied uniformly throughout Alabama. The family of a decedent killed in Alabama by a federal employee will receive damages tax-free, because they will be recovering under the Federal Tort Claims Act. If the same decedent had been killed in Alabama by someone else, the family would be taxable under the IRS ruling and would retain only about half of the proceeds after taxes. The ruling thus represents an intolerable and unjustified burden placed on the citizens of Alabama and falls most heavily on those Alabama residents who are least prepared to shoulder such a burden, the surviving family of the deceased.

Since the 1920s under section 104 or its predecessors, the Internal Revenue Code has provided gross income does not include the amount of any damages received (whether by suit or agreement) on account of personal injuries or sickness. Congress obviously recognized the inequity of adding the additional burden of taxation on persons already suffering from such injuries. Damages received under wrongful death statutes have long been recognized as included within the term “any damages received ... on account of personal injuries” and have been uniformly excluded from gross income.

Prior to 1984, the IRS also recognized punitive damages in death actions, such as those received under Alabama’s wrongful death statutes, were included within the term “any damages” and were tax exempt. As recently as 1975, the IRS reviewed the taxation of wrongful death proceeds in a state where “a series of court decisions had established that payments made under the wrongful death act were punitive in nature.” In a short and straightforward analysis, Revenue Ruling 75-45 concluded:

Section 104 of the Code is a specific statutory exclusion from gross income within the “except as otherwise provided” clause of section 61(a). Section 104(a)(2) excludes from gross income “the amount of any damages received (whether by suit or agreement) on account of personal injuries or sickness” [emphasis in original]. Therefore, under section 104(a)(2) any damages, whether compensatory or punitive, received on account of personal injuries or sickness are excludable from gross income. [Rev. Rul. 75-45].

Revenue Ruling 75-45 reaffirmed a uniform policy of long-standing, which

David M. Wooldridge, a member of the Birmingham firm of Siroek, Pernutt, Friend, Friedman, Held & Apolinsky, also is an adjunct professor with the University of Alabama Schools of Law and Accounting. He received his J.D. from the University’s School of Law in 1975 and his LL.M. in taxation from the New York University School of Law the next year.
has been relied upon for decades by taxpayers. The effect of this policy was to treat all wrongful death damages received by bereaved families throughout the United States as tax exempt, regardless of the formulation of any particular state's wrongful death statutes. The result was similar to the treatment accorded life insurance proceeds under section 101 of the Internal Revenue Code.

Shortly after 1975, internal IRS documents began to circulate suggesting a change of the IRS's position with respect to wrongful death damages when the damages were punitive in nature, i.e., primarily with respect to Alabama. In spite of the fact wrongful death damages serve the same economic purpose for all bereaved families, the IRS saw an opportunity to raise revenue by reversing its position.

In reaching its earlier conclusion in Revenue Ruling 75-45, the IRS had considered the punitive versus compensatory distinction in an internal memorandum, G.C.M. 37398. This memorandum concluded:

We do not think that the general rule of looking at the nature of damages and the nature of the items for which the damages are a substitute in order to determine whether damages are includable in gross income is applicable under Code §104(a)(2).

The memorandum focused on the exclusion under section 104 of "any" damages in concluding punitive damages were tax exempt.

However, by 1978, the IRS had begun to rethink its position in another memorandum, G.C.M. 37398. Here the IRS noted:

Although the conclusion reached in Rev. Rul. 75-45 is based on a plausible interpretation of the statutory language, we now believe the contrary conclusion is more appropriate. Although the word "any" is broad enough to cover punitive as well as compensatory damages we think the better view is that section 104(a)(2) does not apply to punitive damages since such damages are not received "on account of personal injuries or sickness" but rather on account of the defendant's culpability.

The IRS finally concluded in 1984 to reverse its position, after this long administrative review process. Its internal memorandum G.C.M. 39278 supporting Revenue Ruling 84-108 followed the rationale of the 1978 memorandum in concluding punitive damage awards should be taxable. However, the rationale was premised on a fact situation quite different than that presented under the wrongful death statutes of Alabama. The facts contemplated an individual who received both compensatory and punitive damages in a libel action. The compensatory damages were said to "fully, fairly and adequately compensate" the taxpayer for the injury suffered to him. On these facts, the IRS concluded there was no basis upon which to exclude the punitive damages from the income of the taxpayer in question. It is extraordinary the fact pattern of G.C.M. 39278 was used as the basis for reversing Revenue Ruling 75-45, which dealt with quite different facts.

It should be emphasized Revenue Ruling 84-108 does not cite any new authority for the change in position by IRS. Rather, it cites two cases in existence prior to the 1975 ruling, cases which were discussed in the internal memoranda supporting the 1975 ruling. The cited case of *Starrs v. Commissioner*, 304 F.2d 574 (9th Cir. 1962) did not even address the compensatory versus punitive damage issue with respect to section 104. The case considered amounts received by a taxpayer in return for her consent to the portrayal of her father, herself and other members of her family in a proposed movie. In passing, the court considered...
whether damages for invasion of privacy could be excluded under section 104. In broad dicta, the court stated "damages paid for personal injuries are excluded from gross income because they make the taxpayer whole from a previous loss of personal rights — because, in effect, they restore a loss to capital." Commissioner v. Glenshaw Glass Co., 348 U.S. 426 (1955), dealt with taxation of punitive damages having nothing to do with section 104 or wrongful death actions.

There can be no question Alabama’s wrongful death statutes are unique in the sense that damages recoverable under them are punitive in nature, and the amount of damages relates to the culpability of the defendant. Although the statutes themselves do not expressly provide that damages were punitive, the Alabama Supreme Court has recognized that the damages, "[i]t is true, go to the estate of the party slain, and, in effect, are compensatory..." S. and N. Alabama Railroad Company v. Sullivan, 59 Ala. 272 (1877). Wrongful death proceeds are not a fine, payable to the state, but are in fact damages payable to the heirs of the deceased. The widow and orphans of the decedent receive no other compensation arising from the acts of the defendant himself. As the court has recognized, the effect of such damages is compensatory in at least a general sense.

Revenue Ruling 84-108 is not a conclusive interpretation of the law. It is, in a sense, simply the published position of an adversary party, the IRS. However, the IRS’s interpretations of the Internal Revenue Code are accorded special weight and status under the law. Intentional disregard of its rulings can lead to civil penalties, unless such action is based on a studied conclusion there is a reasonable basis the ruling is invalid.

The IRS’s position in Revenue Ruling 84-108 presently is being challenged on at least three fronts. First, heirs directly affected by the IRS ruling in Alabama have challenged the IRS’s position, by disregarding the ruling and filing their returns without including the damages in income or by claiming refunds of taxes paid in compliance with the ruling. A judicial determination eventually can be expected. In an effort to achieve a quicker result, other efforts to try to have the IRS’s position reversed have commenced with the treasury department and with members of Congress. The bar should be alert to any opportunity to support these efforts to obtain a reversal of Revenue Ruling 84-108 and to restore Alabama to parity with respect to taxation of bereaved families.

“"There can be no question Alabama’s wrongful death statutes are unique in the sense that damages recoverable under them are punitive in nature, and the amount of damages relates to the culpability of the defendant.”

The IRS ruling works an unjustified and inequitable discrimination upon the State of Alabama and its residents and represents misguided federal income tax policy. It is important to remember a bereaved family is likely to receive only such damages as may be awarded under the wrongful death statutes. This is likely to be the family’s only “compensation,” in a very real sense. If these proceeds are fully taxable, then the family will net as little as one-half of the gross amount of these proceeds. Recipients of wrongful death proceeds in other states and recipients under the Federal Tort Claims Act thus will be awarded amounts, after taxes, substantially in excess of the ordinary Alabama citizen. The IRS’s position ignores the true compensatory nature of wrongful death proceeds and focuses too narrowly and too formalistically on the measurement of those damages. In view of the quite arguable construction of section 104, which would conclude all wrongful death proceeds are nontaxable, the IRS’s discriminatory and overly legalistic conclusion is unjustified.

In reaching its conclusion, the IRS ignores the analogous tax exemption of life insurance proceeds under section 101, Internal Revenue Code. Under this section, all proceeds of life insurance received by a beneficiary are exempt from federal income taxation. This is so, regardless of whether such proceeds compensate the beneficiary for any measurable damages and without regard to the amount of those damages. In fact, it can be assumed the amount of life insurance proceeds bears no relationship to any measurable amount which the beneficiary could prove compensated him for the loss of the decedent. Certainly section 101 establishes a pattern of congressional intent when taken together with section 104, as previously construed, that results in the tax exemption of proceeds payable to beneficiaries in the event of death. Such a statutory framework is entirely justified as a matter of congressional policy and should be respected by the Internal Revenue Service in its construction of section 104 regarding wrongful death proceeds.

The IRS position implies all punitive damages are the same, and they all differ in kind from compensatory damages. It implies compensatory damages are “good,” restorative receipts, and all punitive damages are windfalls deserving of taxation.

Alabama wrongful death damages are “punitive” in the sense the amount of the award is determined by the jury by measuring the culpability of the defendant. Such a measurement recognizes the futility and artificiality of measuring monetarily the value of a human life. Alabama’s wrongful death damages are awarded on the basis of simple negligence, just as the “compensatory” damages of other states are awarded. They are not “additional” damages awarded over and above “just” compensation because of willful and
wanten misconduct, as are punitive damages for wrongful death in some other states. They are the only damages received due to the injuries inflicted on the decedent by the defendant.

In Alabama any tort claim of the decedent for his personal injuries (including his pain and suffering) ceases to exist upon his death. It merges into the wrongful death claim brought by his executor. Thus, damages recoverable by the decedent of a clearly compensatory nature are displaced by operation of law in Alabama by damages under the wrongful death statutes that are "punitive." Does this render the award less compensatory? Is the family now supported by these damages unjustly enriched or made more than whole by the nature of Alabama's wrongful death statutes? The author would certainly hope not.

Alabama practitioners should be cognizant of two possible means of avoiding taxation of wrongful death damages in Alabama, even if the IRS position is upheld. In each instance the basis of the taxpayer's claim is the damages were not awarded under the wrongful death statute. First, if the taxpayer's decedent survives the death-causing injury for any length of time, the taxpayer may argue the monetary award was received primarily for the decedent's pain and suffering endured prior to death. In that event, the award would be deemed compensatory and not punitive. The recent Alabama Supreme Court decision of Benefield v. Aquaslide 'N' Dine Corp., 406 So.2d 873 (Ala. 1981), makes it possible to recover for the decedent's pain and suffering when the plaintiff's claim is based in contract. Because it is unlikely there will exist an express contract between the decedent and the tortfeasor, the plaintiff will have to proceed in most instances under a theory of implied contract. The addition of such a theory to complaints and demand letters would be appropriate to preserve the argument for tax purposes that a particular award is received for the decedent's pain and suffering. Second, although the law is reasonably well-developed in Alabama, a taxpayer also might argue under extraordinary circumstances there exists a common law action for wrongful death. The taxpayer could argue, under the common law, awards for wrongful death are compensatory and therefore excluded under Section 104(a)(2) of the Tax Code. See Moragne v. States Marine Lines, Inc., 398 U.S. 375 (1970); Gaudette v. Webb, 362 Mass. 60, 284 N.E. 2d 222, (1972).
Recent Decisions of the Supreme Court of Alabama—Civil

Contracts . . .

Exculpatory clauses affecting the public interest are invalid

Morgan v. South Central Bell Tel. Co., 19 ABR 964 (February 22, 1985). Morgan, a Yellow Pages subscriber, sued South Central Bell claiming negligence, fraud and breach of contract because South Central Bell omitted Morgan's name from a Yellow Pages' advertisement. The advertising order contained an exculpatory clause which limited its liability for errors to the "amount of charges for the advertisement which was omitted." The trial court held the exculpatory clause was valid and enforceable. The supreme court disagreed and held the clause affected the public interest and was invalid. The supreme court quoted six criteria to use to determine the type of agreement in which an exculpatory clause is invalid as contrary to public policy. The criteria are:

"(1) It concerns a business of a type generally thought suitable for public regulation. (2) The party seeking exculpation is engaged in performing a service of great importance to the public, which is often a matter of practical necessity for some member of the public. (3) The party holds himself out as willing to perform this service for any member of the public who seeks it or at least any member coming within certain established standards. (4) As a result of the essential nature of the service, in the economic setting of the transaction, the party invoking exculpation possesses a decisive advantage of bargaining strength against any member of the public who seeks his services. (5) In exercising a superior bargaining power the party confronts the public with a standardized adhesion contract or exculpation and makes no provision whereby a purchaser may pay additional fees and obtain protection against negligence. (6) Finally, as a result of the transaction, the person or property of the purchaser is placed under the control of the seller, subject to the risk of carelessness by the seller or his agents."

Evidence . . .

Motion in limine discussed

Liberty National Life Ins. Co. v. Beasley, 19 ABR 1073 (March 1, 1985). In this case, the supreme court discussed the motion in limine and its application to proffered evidence. The court stated an appellant who suffers an adverse ruling on a motion made in limine preserves this adverse ruling for post-judgment and appellate review only if he objects to the introduction of the proffered evidence and assigns specific grounds therefor at the time of trial, unless he has obtained express acquiescence of the trial judge that subsequent objection to evidence proffered at trial and the assignment of grounds therefor are not necessary. The office of a motion in limine is not to obtain a final ruling upon the ultimate admissibility of evidence, but rather it is to prevent the proponent from displaying potentially prejudicial matter to the jury before the trial judge has ruled upon its admissibility in the context of the trial itself.

Insurance . . .

Automobile undergoing maintenance is not in "dead storage"


---

John M. Milling, Jr., a member of the Montgomery law firm of Hill, Hill, Carter, Franco, Cole & Black, received his B.S. degree from Spring Hill College and J.D. from the University of Alabama. As a co-author of significant recent decisions, he covers the civil portion.

David B. Byrne, Jr., a member of the Montgomery law firm of Robison & Belser, received his B.S. and LL.B. degrees from the University of Alabama. He covers the criminal law portion of significant recent decisions.
In a case of first impression in Alabama, the supreme court held an automobile temporarily put away for the purpose of undergoing maintenance cannot be considered in "dead storage." Consequently, the vehicle is still a "motor vehicle" as defined in the homeowner's policy, and any injury arising out of the "ownership, maintenance, use, loading or unloading" is excluded from coverage. The policy also provided a vehicle in "dead storage" is not a motor vehicle.

The insured vehicle had been stored in the insured's shed for over three months without being driven. However, when the accident occurred, the insured had just removed its engine and was attempting to prime the carburetor to start the engine when it backfired and injured a bystander. Relying on Florida authorities, the supreme court reasoned that the term "maintenance" utilized in the liability exclusion and the term "dead storage" utilized in the definition of a motor vehicle are mutually exclusive. In other words, a motor vehicle in "dead storage" is one which is not undergoing "maintenance." The supreme court also stated the accident occurred as the result of maintenance even though the injury occurred while the insured was attempting to start the engine and no work was being performed on the engine when the injury occurred.

Insurance . . .

homeowners, replacement value versus actual cash value

State Farm Fire and Cas. Co., Inc. v. Ponder, 19 ABR 899 (February 15, 1985). State Farm issued a homeowners policy covering a dwelling and obligating it to pay the lessee of two amounts: either the cost of repair or replacement or the actual cash value of the damage. The policy also provided in paragraph 3c(3) the insured could disregard the replacement cost, make claim on the actual cash value basis and then within 180 days after loss make claim for an additional loss on a replacement cost basis. State Farm maintained once the insured elected to rebuild he is "locked into a replace-

Municipal corporations . . . section 11-47-192 statement is not required in contract actions

Sumlin Construction Co., Inc. v. City of Prichard, 19 ABR 779 (February 8, 1985). In 1980, the City sued Sumlin for breach of contract. In 1982, Sumlin filed a counterclaim alleging breach of the same contract. On motion of the City, the trial court dismissed the counterclaim for failure to file a claim with the City as required by Section 11-47-23, Code of Ala. 1975. The City argued neither a statement of claim nor a complaint was filed within the two-year period.

The supreme court disagreed, noting first the counterclaim relates back to the time the original plaintiff's claim arose under Rule 13(c), ARCP, that the City filed suit within the two-year period. The counterclaim is timely.

The supreme court also noted this court has stated a complaint may serve as a claim for payment in tort action, Section 11-47-23. Moreover, since Section 11-47-192, Code of Ala. 1975, does not apply to contract actions, the practice of allowing a complaint to serve as a statement of claim in such cases is even more reasonable.

Title insurance . . .

dues of a title insurance company outlined

Upton v. Mississippi Valley Title Ins.
Justice Beatty, writing for a unanimous court, held a person charged with a felony could not be convicted on circumstantial evidence unless the evidence excludes to a moral certainty every other reasonable hypothesis but that of the guilt of the accused. No matter how strong the circumstances, if they can be reconciled with the theory some other person may have done the act, then the defendant is not shown to be guilty by that full measure of proof which the law requires in circumstantial evidence cases.

Juvenile proceedings... more is required than Miranda
Darrell D. Whisenant, 19 ABR 654 (January 25, 1985). The supreme court held in Whisenant that prior to the state's admission of a juvenile's confession, either at trial or at a transfer hearing, the state must prove compliance with ARJP 11(A) (4), which provides:

"(A) When the child is taken into custody, he must be informed of the following rights by the person taking him into custody:

1. he has the right to counsel;
2. if he is unable to pay a lawyer and if his parents or guardian have not provided a lawyer, one can be provided at no charge;
3. he is not required to say anything, and anything he says may be used against him; and
4. if his counsel, parent or guardian is not present, he has a right to communicate with them, and, if necessary, reasonable means will be provided for him to do so."

In this case, Whisenant was not advised he had a right to communicate with his parent or guardian as required by the juvenile rules. Accordingly, his statement was inadmissible.

Trafficking in marijuana... lesser included offense
Kerr v. State of Alabama, 19 ABR 1142 (March 8, 1985). The supreme court in a per curiam opinion granted the defendant's request to review the court of criminal appeals' affirmation of his conviction for violating §20-2-80 (trafficking in marijuana). The supreme court's grant of certiorari was based upon the defendant's claim the trial court erred in refusing his requested jury instructions on lesser included offenses. A divided supreme court reversed and remanded.

In Kerr, the evidence at trial would support a finding of either §20-2-70 or §20-2-80 (trafficking). The fact the indictment was returned under §20-2-80 (trafficking) and the further fact the evidence was sufficient to support a guilty verdict pursuant to that higher offense do not preclude the giving of a lesser included offense charge.

In reversing, the supreme court reaffirmed its ruling in Fulghum v. State, 291 Ala. 71, 277 So.2d 886 (1973), wherein the court held:

"A defendant who is accused of the greater offense is entitled to have the court charge on the lesser offenses included in the indictment if there is any reasonable theory from the evidence which would support the position. " (Emphasis ours.)

Coercion of a verdict... the danger of a modified Allen charge
Ex parte Betty Morris v. State of Alabama, 19 ABR 615 (January 11, 1985). Betty Morris was indicted, in separate indictments, on several charges of embezzlement. After a trial on the first indictment, she was acquitted. Following a jury trial on the second indictment, she was found guilty. That judgment was affirmed by the court of criminal appeals which found, specifically, the trial court had not coerced a verdict from the jury.

After deliberating approximately four hours, the jury asked to meet with the court, and the following transpired:

"THE COURT: Ladies and gentlemen, I have got a note saying that you can't agree. I want to say this to you and I don't want to come across in the wrong way, but you need to get down to business in this thing because I'm not about to declare a mistrial in this case today.

A JUROR: Judge Key, I'm the holdup and if I have to stay down here until 5:00 o'clock, I'll have to tell a lie..."

THE COURT: We are not talking
about 5:00 o'clock this afternoon. I mean 5:00 o'clock Friday afternoon. Because I mean business about this thing."

Under Alabama law, a trial judge may urge a jury to resume deliberations and cultivate a spirit of harmony so as to reach a verdict as long as the court does not suggest which way the verdict should be returned and no duress or coercion is used. In *Morris*, the trial judge's knowledge of the serious misgivings of one of the jurors in acquiescing in the guilty verdict, coupled with the judge's expressed determination to get a unanimous verdict from the 12 jurors, made his final words of "encouragement" coercive.

Justice Jones, writing for the majority, held when examined in the full context of the judge's instructions to the jury, the cumulative effect of his admonitions to the jury were, indeed, coercive and went beyond the "spirit of harmony" sought to be accomplished by the giving of an acceptable *Allen* charge. For that reason, it was error for the trial judge to deny the defendant's motion for mistrial.

Recent Decisions of the Supreme Court of the United States

Due process requires an indigent defendant be furnished with state-provided psychiatric evaluation


Ake, an indigent, was charged with first-degree murder and rape. At his arraignment, in an Oklahoma trial court, his behavior was so bizarre the trial judge, *sua sponte*, ordered him to be examined by a psychiatrist. Shortly thereafter, the examining psychiatrist found the defendant to be incompetent to stand trial and suggested he be committed. After commitment for six weeks to the state mental hospital, the defendant was found to be competent on the condition he continued to be sedated with an anti-psychotic drug. During a pretrial conference, the defendant's attorney advised the court he would raise insanity as a defense and requested a psychiatric evaluation at state expense to determine the defendant's mental state at the time of the offense, claiming the defendant was entitled to such an evaluation by the Constitution.

The trial court denied the defendant's motion for a psychiatric evaluation. At trial, the jury rejected the insanity defense, and the defendant was convicted on all counts. At the sentencing phase, the state asked for the death penalty on the murder counts, relying on the examining psychiatrist's testimony to establish the likelihood of the defendant's future dangerous behavior. The defendant had no expert witness to rebut his testimony or to give evidence in mitigation of his punishment, and he was sentenced to death. The Oklahoma Appellate Courts affirmed.

The supreme court, speaking through Justice Marshall, held an indigent state defendant who makes a preliminary showing that his sanity at the time of the offense is likely to be a significant factor at trial, is entitled under the Fourteenth Amendment's *Due Process* Clause, to a state-provided psychiatrist to examine him and assist in evaluation, preparation and presentation of his defense. The court added the defendant is entitled to similar psychiatric assistance for the sentencing phase of a capital case if the state introduces psychiatric evidence as to the defendant's future danger to society.

Because the case involved a man's sentence to death, the supreme court could have resolved the matter, as many expected, by saying due process requires access to a psychiatrist because "death cases are different." What is significant about the Ake decision is the supreme court's holding appears to

---

**WE WANT YOU TO JOIN OUR SPEAKERS BUREAU!**

The Committee on Lawyer Public Relations, Information and Media Relations is instituting a statewide speaker's bureau to provide speakers for civic organizations, schools, churches and other interested groups. The committee will compile a list of all lawyers in the state who are interested in serving on the speaker's bureau and will endeavor to provide speakers from the same community or general area from which a request for a speaker is received. All requests will be handled through the Alabama State Bar Headquarters. If you are interested in serving as a member of the speaker's bureau please fill out the following form and return it to the Alabama State Bar, P.O. Box 4156, Montgomery, Alabama 36101.

**SPEAKER'S BUREAU APPLICATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Firm Name (if applicable)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telephone</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Please list subjects on which you are willing to speak:

1. 
2. 
3. 

---
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sweep beyond capital cases; the nine pages in which Justice Marshall recites the court's holdings and its legal underpinnings do not, even once, mention the words "capital punishment." Instead Justice Marshall went to Gideon v. Wainwright, 372 U.S. 335, and the cases following it and distilled a general principle "a criminal trial is fundamentally unfair if the state proceeds against an individual defendant without making certain he has access to the raw materials integral to the building of an effective defense." That language eventually may prove to cover far more than psychiatrists.

The Fourth Amendment and student searches

New Jersey v. T.L.O., No. 83-712; 53 U.S.L.W. 1109 (January 15, 1985). A teacher at Fiscataway High School in New Jersey observed Terry Lee Owens (the "T.L.O.") and another girl smoking cigarettes in the girls' restroom March 7, 1980. School rules prohibited smoking in the restroom. The students were taken before the assistant principal. The students denied they had been smoking. Based upon the observations of the teacher, the vice principal ordered Owens to give him her purse. He dumped the contents onto a desk and found a metal pipe, empty plastic bags, a plastic bag with marijuana in it and an index card reading "people who owe me money," followed by a list of names and $40 cash.

Justice White, writing for a five-member majority, indicated the Fourth Amendment applied to public school officials and the "en loco parentis" doctrine does not alter the application of the Fourth Amendment. However, the supreme court concluded a search warrant or even probable cause is not required for a school search. Weighing the students' legitimate private privacy interest against the substantial interest of teachers and administrators in maintaining discipline, Justice White concluded the "legality of a search of a student should depend simply upon the reasonableness under all the circumstances of the search."

Hence, the Fourth Amendment's prohibition against unreasonable searches and seizures as applied to searches of students by a public school official requires only the "search be reasonable under all the circumstances."

The extension of Ross

cle opportunities

**May**

9-10
WORKER'S COMPENSATION
Municipal Auditorium, Mobile
Sponsored by: Alabama Department of Industrial Relations
Credits: 11.1 Cost: $75
For Information: (205) 261-2868

INSTITUTE ON WILLS AND PROBATE
The Registry, Dallas
Sponsored by: Southwestern Legal Foundation
Credits: 32.1 Cost: $595
For Information: (214) 690-2377

9-11
TAX SEMINAR
Grand Hotel, Point Clear
Sponsored by: Alabama Bar Institute for CLE
For Information: (205) 348-6230

9-19
SOUTHEAST REGIONAL TRIAL ADVOCACY INSTITUTE
UNC School of Law, Chapel Hill
Sponsored by: National Institute for Trial Advocacy
Credits: 84.5 Cost: $1250
For Information: (612) 644-0323

13-17
LABOR LAW AND LABOR ARBITRATION
The Registry, Dallas
Sponsored by: Southwestern Legal Foundation
Credits: 32.1 Cost: $595
For Information: (214) 690-2377

16-17
CRIMINAL TRIAL ADVOCACY
Houston
Sponsored by: Association of Trial Lawyers of America
For Information: 1-800-424-2727

17 Friday
SEMINAR ON THE GULF
Sandestin, Destin
Sponsored by: Alabama State Bar Young Lawyers' Section and Alabama Bar Institute for CLE
For Information: (205) 348-6230

23-24
CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTS
The Warwick Post Oak, Houston
Sponsored by: Practising Law Institute
Credits: 13.2 Cost: $390
For Information: (212) 765-5700

**June**

2-7
BASIC COURSE IN TRIAL ADVOCACY
Washington, D.C.
Sponsored by: Association of Trial Lawyers of America
Credits: 45.9 Cost: $725
For Information: 1-800-424-2725

9-14
FAMILY LAW AND DOMESTIC RELATIONS ISSUES
Judicial College Building, Reno
Sponsored by: National College of Juvenile Justice
Credits: 25.8 Cost: $225
For Information: (702) 784-6012

10-14
ADVANCED BUSINESS TAX PLANNING
Villanova University School of Law, Villanova
Sponsored by: ALI-ABA
Credits: 33.8 Cost: $550
For Information: (215) 243-1600

13-14
TRIAL TACTICS
The Westin, Toronto
Sponsored by: Defense Research Institute, Inc.
For Information: (312) 944-0575

24 Friday
OIL, GAS AND MINERAL LAW
Law Center, Tuscaloosa
Sponsored by: Alabama Bar Institute for CLE
For Information: (205) 348-6230

May 30-June 1
APPELLATE ADVOCACY
Hyatt Cambridge, Boston
Sponsored by: American Bar Association
Credits: 18.9 Cost: $475/members; $500/nonmembers
For Information: (312) 988-6215
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event Description</th>
<th>Venue</th>
<th>Sponsor</th>
<th>Credits</th>
<th>Cost</th>
<th>Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>17-21</td>
<td><strong>SUMMER PROGRAM FOR LAWYERS I</strong>&lt;br&gt;  Estate Taxation and Planning:&lt;br&gt;  Fundamentals&lt;br&gt;  Antitrust: Recent Developments and Trends&lt;br&gt;  Real Property Secured Transactions&lt;br&gt;  Economics for Lawyers&lt;br&gt;  Recent Developments in Administrative Law&lt;br&gt;  Negotiations: Theory and Practice&lt;br&gt;  Legal Research Update</td>
<td>Boalt Hall, Berkeley</td>
<td>University of California School of Law</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(415) 642-5880</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21-22</td>
<td><strong>ADMIRALTY LAW</strong>&lt;br&gt;  Savannah&lt;br&gt;  Sponsored by: ICLE of Georgia</td>
<td>Savannah</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(404) 542-1121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24-28</td>
<td><strong>ENVIRONMENTAL LITIGATION</strong>&lt;br&gt;  University of Colorado, Boulder&lt;br&gt;  Sponsored by: ALI-ABA</td>
<td>Boulder</td>
<td></td>
<td>36.6</td>
<td>$550</td>
<td>(215) 243-1600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19-21</td>
<td><strong>FEDERAL TAXATION</strong>&lt;br&gt;  Hyatt, Birmingham&lt;br&gt;  Sponsored by: American Institute on Federal Taxation</td>
<td>Birmingham</td>
<td></td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>$300</td>
<td>(205) 251-1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 thursday</td>
<td><strong>THE SECURED CREDITOR IN COURT</strong>&lt;br&gt;  The Westin St. Francis, San Francisco&lt;br&gt;  Sponsored by: Practising Law Institute</td>
<td>San Francisco</td>
<td></td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>$185</td>
<td>(212) 765-5700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 friday</td>
<td><strong>TAX CONSIDERATIONS IN REAL ESTATE TRANSACTIONS</strong>&lt;br&gt;  Montgomery&lt;br&gt;  Sponsored by: National Business Institute, Inc.</td>
<td>Montgomery</td>
<td></td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>$96</td>
<td>(715) 835-8525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 thursday</td>
<td><strong>SUMMER PROGRAM FOR LAWYERS II</strong>&lt;br&gt;  Estate Taxation and Planning: Advanced&lt;br&gt;  Antitrust: Recent Developments and Trends&lt;br&gt;  Real Property Secured Transactions&lt;br&gt;  Economics for Lawyers&lt;br&gt;  Constitutional Law: Recent Developments&lt;br&gt;  Estate Planning Workshop&lt;br&gt;  Legal Research Update</td>
<td>Boalt Hall, Berkeley</td>
<td>University of California School of Law</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(415) 642-5880</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 friday</td>
<td><strong>SECTION MEETINGS</strong>&lt;br&gt;  VonBraun Civic Center, Huntsville&lt;br&gt;  Sponsored by: Alabama State Bar Sections</td>
<td>Huntsville</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.5 each</td>
<td>Included in convention registration fee</td>
<td>(205) 269-1515</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**July**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event Description</th>
<th>Venue</th>
<th>Sponsor</th>
<th>Credits</th>
<th>Cost</th>
<th>Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4-11</td>
<td><strong>ANNUAL MEETING</strong>&lt;br&gt;  Sheraton, Washington, D.C.&lt;br&gt;  Sponsored by: American Bar Association</td>
<td>Washington, D.C.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(312) 988-5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 thursday</td>
<td><strong>UPDATE '85</strong>&lt;br&gt;  VonBraun Civic Center, Huntsville&lt;br&gt;  Sponsored by: Alabama State Bar Young Lawyers' Section</td>
<td>Huntsville</td>
<td></td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>Cost: Included in convention registration fee</td>
<td>(205) 269-1515</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 friday</td>
<td><strong>SECTION MEETINGS</strong>&lt;br&gt;  VonBraun Civic Center, Huntsville&lt;br&gt;  Sponsored by: Alabama State Bar Sections</td>
<td>Huntsville</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.5 each</td>
<td>Cost: Included in convention registration fee</td>
<td>(205) 269-1515</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*For credits and information:*
fully stopped automobile may conduct a warrantless search of any containers found inside concealing the object of the search. Now, the United States Supreme Court rules, seven to two, Ross authorizes a warrantless search of packages several days after they were removed from trucks federal agents had probable cause to believe contained marijuana. In *Johns*, the warrantless search of the packages was conducted three days after they were taken from vehicles by government agents and stored in a government warehouse. Justice O'Connor, writing for the majority, declares neither Ross, nor any other case, establishes any requirement a vehicle search occur "immediately" as part of the vehicle inspection or "soon thereafter." The court critically noted a requirement of contemporaneity was specifically rejected in *Texas v. White*, 423 U.S. 67 (1975) and in *Chambers v. Maroney*, 399 U.S. 42 (1970).

**When does the rule in *Edwards* apply?**

*Shea v. Louisiana*, No. 82-5920; 53 U.S.L.W. 4173 (February 20, 1975). In *Edwards v. Arizona*, 451 U.S. 477 (1981), the supreme court ruled a criminal defendant's rights under the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments were violated by the use of his confession obtained by police-instigated interrogation—without counsel present, after he requested an attorney. The *Shea* case presented the issue of whether the ruling in *Edwards* is applicable to a case pending on direct appeal in the state courts at the time *Edwards* was decided. Justice Blackmon delivered the opinion of the court which held the rule established in *Edwards v. Arizona*, supra, applies to cases pending on direct appeal at the time *Edwards* was decided.

**Investigative detention**

*United States v. Sharpe*, No. 83-529; 53 U.S.L.W. 4346 (March 20, 1985). In a far-reaching decision, the supreme court rejected the contention a twenty-minute stop was unreasonable when the police acted diligently, and the accused's actions contributed to the added delay about which he complained.

A DEA agent, while patrolling a highway in an area under surveillance for suspected drug trafficking, noticed an apparently overloaded pickup truck with an attached camper traveling in tandem with a Pontiac. The defendant, Savage, was driving the truck and the defendant, Sharpe, was driving the Pontiac. After following the two vehicles for about 20 miles, the agent decided to make an "investigative stop" and radioed the South Carolina Highway Patrol for assistance. When they attempted to stop the two vehicles, the Pontiac pulled over to the side of the road, but the truck continued on, pursued by the highway patrol. After identifying himself as a DEA agent and obtaining identification from Sharpe, the DEA agent was unable to contact the state officer to see if he had stopped the Pontiac so he radioed the local police for help. In the meantime, the highway patrol had stopped the truck, questioned Savage and told him he would be held until the DEA agent arrived. The agent, who had left the local police with the Pontiac, arrived at the scene approximately 15 minutes after the truck had been stopped. The officers confirmed their suspicion the truck was overloaded and smelled of marijuana. The officers opened the rear of the camper without Savage's permission and observed a number of burlap-wrapped bales resembling bales of marijuana. The agent then placed Savage under arrest and returned to the Pontiac and also arrested Sharpe.

In evaluating the reasonableness of an investigative stop, the Supreme Court used a *Terry v. Ohio*, 392 U.S. 1, 20, approach to examine "whether the officer's actions were justified at its inception and whether it was reasonably related in scope to the circumstances which justified the interference in the first place." Chief Justice Burger, who delivered the opinion of the court, held in assessing whether detention is too long in duration to be justified as an investigative stop, it is appropriate to examine whether the officer diligently pursued a means of investigation likely to confirm or dispel their suspicions quickly, during which time it was necessary to detain the defendant. Here, the DEA agent diligently pursued his investigation, and clearly no delay, unnecessary to the investigation, was involved.

---

**Executive Director’s Report**

(continued from page 113)

upon our insurance committee’s recent evaluation of the bar’s former endorsed carrier’s experience in Alabama. One claim has been paid for $1,000,000 with legal expenses totaling another $160,000, while $40,000 in post-judgment interest remains at issue. Twenty-six other claims have been paid, and total premium dollars for the year were approximately $1,360,000. This is only one carrier's experience. Real estate matters and missed statutes of limitations are problem areas.

**Convention Registrations**

We recently concluded the pre-registration process for the midyear conference and will be entering the annual meeting registration period shortly after you read this. Please register early! This enables us to make more adequate meeting arrangements, including adequate food and beverages, meeting space and printed materials.

Hotel reservations must be made by way of your convention registration form. If you wait until the week before the Huntsville meeting, July 25-27, 1985, you will not have accommodations at the Huntsville Hilton and probably will not be able to get a ticket for Saturday afternoon’s visit to the Jack Daniel Distillery in Lynchburg, Tennessee. We always have followed a liberal cancellation, with full refund, policy. Please do not wait.

**Final Procrastination**

I resolve to meet my column deadline for the July issue as this is being written on my very last day for submission for the May issue. I plead guilty, too.

— Reginald T. Hamner
Committees Continue Pursuit of Excellence

Midyear meeting
“Our cause transcends self-interest.” Judge Simon Rifkin’s recent comment on lawyer professionalism seemed especially valid as 36 committees and task forces met President Byars’ charge that progress reports be given during the 1985 midyear meeting of the bar. Members interested in learning the range of activities constituting the bar’s “pursuit of excellence” may receive a booklet of the reports by writing to Diane Weldon, Committee Secretary, Alabama State Bar, P.O. Box 671, Montgomery, Alabama 36101 or by calling (205) 269-1515.

Governance hearing held
In a hearing open to all Alabama attorneys, members of large and small local bar associations, other interested bar members and several bar commissioners met with the Committee on Governance of the Alabama State Bar during the midyear meeting. Issues considered were the structure of the Board of Commissioners of the Alabama State Bar and methods of nominating and voting for president-elect.

The Birmingham Bar’s delegation, led by president J. Mason Davis, presented a resolution calling for “proportionate representation of the attorneys practicing in Jefferson County and other urban areas to more realistically reflect the proportion of those attorneys to the total number of attorneys practicing in the state.” This sentiment was echoed by several Mobile, Montgomery and Tuscaloosa attorneys present. Currently, each judicial circuit elects one representative to the board.

Addressing concerns of young lawyers, a representative of the Birmingham Bar Young Lawyers’ Section stated 800 members (44%) of the Birmingham Bar Association are 35 years of age or younger and should be represented on the board.

A young lawyer from Montgomery stated being out of the office and incurring hotel, travel and other costs, in addition to paying the required registration fee, in order to vote for president-elect is especially difficult if not impossible for many young attorneys struggling in today’s economy.

Another attorney likened the registration fee to a poll tax and the travel requirements to obstacles historically placed before blacks in their efforts to vote. It was pointed out membership in the Alabama State Bar is mandatory, yet voting to elect its leader is limited to those who are able to attend the annual meeting.

A sampling of midyear reports

Computerization of bar records and the operation of bar headquarters is the primary goal set by the Committee on Programs, Priorities and Long-Range Planning. “Effective long-range planning commences with ready access to a database,” according to chairman Harold Speake. The committee is preparing recommendations on types of equipment needed and available, plus whether to lease or purchase it.

“The recent focus of the Indigent Defense Committee has been on implementation of a program to recruit volunteer counsel to represent indigent capital defendants,” reported chairman Dennis Balske. Douglas Arant is chairing a recruitment committee, and private funding for training of volunteers is being sought. An advisory board of criminal defense lawyers with expertise in this area will be established. According to Balske, “We must move quickly, because there are a number of inmates on Alabama’s death row who do not have counsel.”

“Liberty and Justice for All” was the theme for Law Day, May 1, 1985. The state bar committee reported its decision to act as a support and resource service for local Law Day chairmen, encouraging each local bar president to appoint such a person and providing resource materials for publicity and activities focused on the theme. Said chairman Carol Wolfe, “Most of the committee members have been active in Law Day planning and activities in the past and therefore could offer personal suggestions and ideas for local bar activities.” Each local chairman received pre-recorded public service announcements, camera-ready advertisements and a catalog of other Law Day materials available from the American Bar Association.

The Unauthorized Practice of Law Committee reported handling 43 cases since its appointment July 1984. Dale Marsh, chairman, stated 12 instances of unauthorized practice had been resolved without formal legal action, where the offending party had performed an isolated act and there was no evidence of repetition. Two formal quo warranto suits are pending, and four matters have been turned over to district attorneys. In three instances, the committee found no evidence of unauthorized practice; three cases require further investigation.

MLP

Book Review
(continued from page 114)

loosa attorney and former secretary of the board of trustees of the University of Alabama, has written a preface to the Reminiscences relating some previously unknown material about Porter’s years with the University of Alabama. Porter served for 16 years as land commissioner of the university, for a period as the university attorney and twice as a member of its board of trustees. It was through Porter’s careful legislative affiliations the University of Alabama, even today, receives funds from Alabama state banks. This work, published through arrangements with Portals Press, is available from the editor through “Instant Heirloom Books,” 1616 Second Avenue, Tuscaloosa, Alabama, 35401 for $17.50, including postage and handling.
1 Even though the weather was dreary and rainy, the program for the "kick-off" of the 1985 Midyear Conference promised to be enlightening and entertaining.

2 Alabama State Bar President Walter R. Byars hosted the second local bar leaders conference of his administration. Fifteen presidents took advantage of the opportunity to let the state bar hear their views on a number of issues.

1985 Midyear Conference Highlights

3 President Byars and Montgomery Mayor Emory Folmar (far right) greeted U.S. Secretary of Defense Caspar Weinberger, just prior to Friday's luncheon.

4 At the head table for Friday's luncheon were, left to right, Midyear Meeting Chairman William I. Hill; Congressman William C. Nichols; State Bar Vice-president Joe C. Cassady; Congressman William L. Dickinson; State Bar President Walter R. Byars; U.S. Secretary of Defense Caspar W. Weinberger; Chief Justice C. C. Torbert, Jr.; Lt. Gen. Thomas C. Richards, Commander, Air University, Maxwell AFB; State Bar President-elect James L. North; U.S. Senator Jeremiah Denton; Montgomery Mayor Emory Folmar; and State Bar Commissioner (15th circuit) John B. Scott, Jr.

5 The secretary of defense received a copy of the book *Alabama* from President Byars, as a token of the bar's appreciation.
6 Approximately 250 Alabama lawyers participated in Friday afternoon's seminar on the defense of DUI cases led by John T. Kirk of Montgomery and Charlie D. Waldrep of Birmingham.

7 Later, a panel of distinguished judges and lawyers gave an update on discovery in state and federal courts. Pictured, left to right, are attorney Champ Lyons, Jr.; Supreme Court Justice Janie L. Shores; attorney Louis E. Braswell; seminar organizer Terry K. Childers; attorney Thomas S. Lawson, Jr.; Montgomery Circuit Judge William R. Gordon; and U.S. District Judge Truman Hobbs. Materials from Friday's seminar can be purchased from the Alabama State Bar.

8 Early risers William I. Hill, midyear meeting chairman, and Clarence L. McDorman chatted.

9 . . . as others helped themselves to a hearty buffet breakfast Saturday morning.

10 Reporting on activities of the Indigent Defense Committee was its chairman, Dennis Balske, of Montgomery. Almost 30 midyear reports were given Saturday.

11 U.S. Court of Appeals (11th circuit) Chief Judge John C. Godbold gave an entertaining introduction of Saturday's luncheon speaker, Judge Patrick E. Higginbotham, fifth circuit, U.S. Court of Appeals.

12 Saturday's luncheon speaker, Judge Higginbotham, is a native of Alabama, received both his undergraduate and law degrees from the University of Alabama and is a member of the Alabama State Bar.
Review of Uninsured and Underinsured Motorist Law in Alabama

by
James W. Garrett, Jr., and F. Chadwick Morris

With the development of the automobile as a necessary element in modern society, there came the unavoidable consequence of injury. The injuries often would be to innocent parties left with the difficult task of recovering from the wrongdoer. If the responsible party financially was unable to compensate for the injuries, the victim often would bear the burden of the loss. This problem of assuring compensation to traffic accident victims triggered several statutory compensation systems eventually evolving into the present day uninsured motorist statutes. 45 Couch on Insurance 2d, 620 (1981)

The first financial responsibility law was passed by the state of Connecticut in 1925. This statute, and others like it, forced motorists to produce evidence of financial responsibility after an accident occurred. The statutes also required a satisfaction of any future judgment which was a result of the automobile injury. Long, The Law of Liability Insurance, 24.01. The pitfalls of this legislation readily became apparent. The determination of financial responsibility occurred after the accident, and there was no assurance to the innocent victim he would be compensated. The only advantage resulting from the statutes was the requirement if the responsible party was able financially to satisfy a judgment, that judgment would be satisfied.

The problems with these initial statutes resulted in the passing of the first compulsory motor vehicle liability insurance legislation. These statutes required proof of financial responsibility or liability insurance before a motor vehicle could be registered. This solved the problems of the earlier financial responsibility laws, but still did not assure recovery for innocent victims. The Law of Liability Insurance, supra. §24.02; Keaton, Insurance Law, §8.6(e) (1976). The injured party still would be unable to recover for his injuries if the accident occurred with an unregistered car or if the financial position of the owner changed subsequent to registration.

In order to meet these new problems, many states developed unsatisfied judgment funds. These funds were an attempt to provide limited payment to accident victims who could not collect on unsatisfied judgments. By 1954, several insurance companies were offering unsatisfied judgment endorsements. The endorsements required proof the judgment was uncollectible and usually excluded default judgments. These endorsements were a faltering step toward providing some compensation to the innocent highway victim.

These financial responsibilities and compulsory insurance laws are common throughout the 50 states. The Alabama version of these statutes is reflected in Code of Ala. §32-7-1 through §32-7-22. The purpose of enacting the Alabama Uninsured Motorist Act was to close the gap between financial responsibility and compulsory insurance legislation. State Farm Auto Cas. Co. v. Griffin, 51 Ala. App. 426, 286 So. 2d 302 (1973).

The First Alabama Uninsured Motorist Act and Significant Case Interpretations

From this historical background developed the modern day uninsured motorist statutes. In 1965, the Alabama Legislature passed its version of uninsured motorist protection with §32-7-23 Code of Ala. 1975. The act states:

"No automobile liability or motor vehicle liability policy insuring against loss resulting from liability imposed by law for bodily injury or death suffered by any person arising out of the ownership, maintenance or use of a motor vehicle shall be delivered or issued for delivery in this state with respect to any motor vehicle registered or principally garaged in this state unless coverage is provided therein or supplemental thereto, in limits for bodily injury or..."

James W. Garrett, Jr., is a native of Montgomery and a member with the firm of Rushton, Stakely, Johnston & Garrett. He graduated from the University of Alabama School of Law in 1971.

F. Chadwick Morris obtained both his undergraduate and law degrees from the University of Alabama. He was admitted to the Alabama State Bar in 1984 and practices with the firm of Rushton, Stakely, Johnston & Garrett.
death set forth in subsection (c) of §32-7-6, under provisions approved by the Commissioner of Insurance for the protection of persons insured thereunder who are legally entitled to recover damages from owners or operators of uninsured motor vehicles because of bodily injury, sickness or disease, including death, resulting therefrom; provided, that the named insured shall have the right to reject such coverage; and provided further, that unless the named insured requests such coverage in writing, such coverage need not be provided or supplemental to a renewal policy where the named insured had rejected the coverage in connection with the policy previously issued to him by the same insurer. (Acts 1965 No. 866, P. 1614.)

The Alabama Uninsured Motorist Act was amended effective January 1, 1985, but for the most part case law interpreting the 1963 act is valid still. The interpretations reflect the Alabama Supreme Court’s willingness to liberally construe the statute to provide coverage for uninsured motorist events. This broad interpretation of the uninsured motorist statute may be traced to the lack of detailed language about specific application of the act.

Initially, the statute puts the burden of providing protection on the insurance carrier. This is done by requiring the carrier to provide uninsured motorist coverage unless such coverage is rejected specifically by the insured. The rejection of coverage by the insured must be evidenced by writing, and a verbal rejection prior to the execution of the policy will be invalid. Insurance Co. of North America v. Thomas, 337 So.2d 365 (Ala. Civ. App. 1976). In the corporate setting, rejection of uninsured motor coverage in writing by a predecessor corporation will not bind the subsequent corporation. Key v. Robert M. Duke Ins. Agency, 340 So.2d 781 (Ala. 1976).

Once an injury has occurred, the plaintiff has two essential elements which must be proved. First, the plaintiff must show he legally is entitled to recover damages. This has been interpreted to mean the insured must be able to establish fault on the part of the uninsured motorist, which gives rise to the damages, and the plaintiff must be able to prove the extent of those damages. State Farm Mutual Auto Ins. Co. v. Griffin, 51 Ala. App. 426, 286 So.2d 302 (1983). Second, the party making claim for uninsured motorist coverage must prove the vehicle which injured him was uninsured. LeFevre v. State Farm Mutual Auto Ins. Co., 527 F. Supp. 492 (N.D. Ala. 1981). The determination of who is an uninsured motorist must be based on the fact of the particular accident and the existing law in regard to insurance contracts, but the insurance policy must be consulted. USF & G v. Perry, 361 So.2d 594 (Ala. 1978); Mathis v. Auto-Owners Ins. Co., 387 So.2d 166 (Ala. 1960). There is substantial law on the definition of an uninsured motorist, but the amendment to the act makes some changes in this definition. Willbourn v. Allstate Ins. Co., 293 Ala. 466, 305 So.2d 372 (1974); Criterion Ins. Co. v. Anderson, 347 So.2d 384 (Ala. 1977); O’Hare v. State Farm Mutual Auto Ins. Co., 432 So.2d 1300 (Ala. 1983).

When the insured makes a claim under his uninsured motorist provisions, it is not necessary to obtain a judgment against the uninsured motorist. State Farm Ins. Co. v. Griffin, 51 Ala. App. 426, 286 So.2d 302 (1973). The uninsured status may be proved by the insurer’s investigation. Testimony by the defendant’s insurance adjuster he investigated the collision involving the plaintiff’s vehicle and did not find a policy of liability insurance in force on the other automobile is sufficient to provide a scintilla of evidence on which to submit to the jury the issue of whether the driver was an uninsured motorist.

The tendency of the court in uninsured situations, as in general insurance law, has been to construe ambiguities against the uninsured motorist carrier who is the drafter of the contract. While the act has been amended, it would appear most prior interpretations are applicable under the new amendment. One example of the courts’ policy interpretation deals with “phantom drivers.” After the passage of the original Uninsured Motorist Act, insurance companies often found themselves with claims based on the insured’s allegations an unidentified driver forced him off the road causing the accident. In response to these problems, the carriers attempted to require physical con-

tact before the uninsured motorist provisions would take effect. The court held this physical contact requirement was in derogation of the statute and was void. State Farm Fire & Cas. Co. v. Lambert, 291 Ala. 645, 285 So.2d 917 (1973). The Alabama Court of Civil Appeals, however, has upheld a policy condition requiring the insured file a statement under oath regarding the facts of the accident involving the phantom driver. Ala. Farm Bureau Mutual Cas. Ins. Co. v. Cain, 421 So.2d 1281 (Ala. Civ. App. 1982).

Another example of the courts’ broad interpretation of the act concerns government-owned vehicles. Because of the fact these vehicles are owned by the government, they generally do not have liability insurance coverage. The insurance carrier, to protect itself from liability, attempted to exclude government-owned vehicles from the definition of uninsured vehicle. The Alabama Supreme Court held the purpose of the Uninsured Motorist Act is to provide coverage for the protection of persons insured against injury. The Uninsured Motorist Act does not authorize the exclusion of government-owned vehicles, and no such exclusion may be created under the policy. In Re: Gwen Higgins, 291 Ala. 462, 282 So.2d 301 (Ala. 1973). The court appears to be saying if the uninsured motorist definition is to exclude government vehicles, then that exclusion must be adopted by the state legislature.

The court has not invalidated every policy exclusion. One common policy provision defines “uninsured motor vehicle” as a vehicle other than a motor vehicle owned by or furnished for the regular use of the named insured. This provision would exclude coverage for an accident between two vehicles owned or operated by the named insured or a member of his household. Such provisions have been upheld by the Alabama courts. Lammers v. State Farm Mutual Automobile Ins. Co., 48 Ala. 36, 261 So.2d 757 (Civ. App. 1972).

Because of the large body of case law dealing with policy provisions and exclusions, the practitioner is well advised to review closely the uninsured motorist provisions of the policy and apply those provisions to the particular facts of each case. The above-cited pro-
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visions and exclusions are merely a sampling of the available case law in Alabama. This is one area of the law an attorney may find a number of cases similar to his own fact situation.

While Alabama courts have liberally construed the Uninsured Motorist Act with regard to policy exclusion, the courts have strictly enforced notice requirements. An insurer clearly is entitled to notice of the suit against an uninsured motorist by the insured. Almeida v. State Farm Mutual Ins. Co., 53 Ala. 175, 298 So.2d 260 (Civ. App. 1974). The basis for this rule is a judgment against the uninsured motorist may be conclusive, or at least admissible evidence, against the insurer in a subsequent action under the uninsured motorist provisions of the insurance policy. Procedural due process requires the insurer have notice of the action and he be given the right to intervene. Almeida, supra.

As a practical matter, the insurance carrier should intervene in the action against the uninsured motorist and file a cross-claim against the negligent driver. Davis v. Hartford Ins. Co., 455 So.2d 302 (Ala. 1984). This entitles the insurance company to a jury charge that even if a judgment is rendered against the carrier the burden of satisfying that judgment eventually will rest with the negligent driver. Davis, supra.

Intervention ordinarily is not an issue because the insurance carrier usually is made a party to the original action. This serves the dual purpose of forcing the uninsured motorist issue and providing the carrier with notice. If an insured fails to comply with the notice of legal action provision of his automobile liability policy, he will not be entitled to recover under the uninsured motorist provisions. Almeida, supra.

One issue which continually has attracted the interest of practitioners is "stacking." An insured, and usually an insured’s household member, is permitted to stack benefits under uninsured motorist provisions of his insurance contract where he has paid separate premiums for each vehicle insured under one multi-vehicle policy. Lambert v. Liberty Mutual Ins. Co., 331 So.2d 260 (Ala. 1976). The insured has paid for such coverages, and the courts have held recovery should not be limited to the coverage available to the vehicle involved in the accident.

The rationale upon which stacking of insurance coverage has been justified for the named insured is inapplicable to a person who is insured only by virtue of his occupancy in the vehicle. Such a person is covered under uninsured motorist provisions only if the particular vehicle he occupies is specifically included under the coverage of some policy. Lambert, supra. The reason for such a holding results from the abuse which could occur if such limitations were not imposed. In Fuqua v. Travelers Ins. Co., 734 F.2d 616 (11th Cir. 1984), an employee of an automobile dealer attempted to stack coverages on 27 automobiles on which the dealer had insurance policies containing uninsured motorist provisions. The court held the employee was a permissive user, not a named insured under the policy, so he was not entitled to stack the policies. He could not stack the 27 policies because his recovery was a result of occupancy and not a result of paying premiums.

While the Alabama courts have liberally allowed stacking of an insured’s coverages they have refused to expand the recently developed tort of bad faith to uninsured motorist claims. Quick v. State Farm Mutual Automobile Ins. Co., 429 So.2d 1033 (Ala. 1983). In Quick, the court held there could be no bad faith claim based upon the failure to pay an uninsured motorist claim because there is no obligation to pay the claim until the insured proves the necessary elements of recovery. The basis of this decision can be found from the following language:

"Thus, until the liability of the uninsured motorist has been determined, the insurer and the insured occupy an adversary position toward each other."


The insurance carrier, however, may be subject to a claim for fraud in handling claims. In Ex parte State Farm Mut. Auto Ins. Co., 482 So.2d 861 (Ala. 1984), the insured charged State Farm fraudulently engaged in a scheme to deny benefits. The plaintiff alleged State Farm had retained a clause in its policies limiting its liability to one uninsured motorist coverage when the Alabama courts had made such a clause invalid. Safeco Ins. Co. of America v. Jones, 260 Ala. 49, 243 So.2d 935 (1970). The court held if this scheme could be proved, the carrier would be guilty of fraud.

The New Uninsured Motorist Act — Underinsured Coverage

January 1, 1985, the Alabama Legislature’s Amendment to the Uninsured Motorist Act became effective. The most significant change of this amendment is the adoption of underinsured motorist coverage. The legislature did this by changing the definition of "uninsured motor vehicle." The act describes an uninsured motor vehicle as follows:

"(B) The term uninsured motor vehicle shall include, but is not limited to, motor vehicles with respect to which: (4) the sum of the limits of liability under all bodily injury liability bonds and insurance policies available to an insured person after an accident is less than the damages which the injured person is legally entitled to recover."

This allows for a negligent driver to be considered an uninsured motorist to the extent there is not enough insurance to fully cover the injured parties’ damages.

Assume “A” has liability insurance with uninsured motorist coverage. “B” has liability insurance with limits of $50,000. If “B” negligently causes an accident with “A” and “A” is entitled to recover $100,000, “B” would be considered an uninsured motorist for the excess of his own liability coverage.

The second major change effected by this statute is a limitation on stacking. The act states:

"(C) The recovery by an injured person under the uninsured provisions of any one contract of automobile insurance shall be limited to the primary coverage plus such additional coverage as may be provided for additional vehicles, but not to exceed two additional coverages within such contract."

This section changes the old act by
putting a limit on the amount of stacking. Before this amendment, an insured could stack covered vehicles under any one insurance contract where the insured was considered a primary insured. Under the next act, the primary insured is limited to a total of three vehicles per insurance contract, the primary coverage plus two additional vehicles. The insured could not stack 10 vehicles under one policy. The interpretations under the old act determining primary and secondary insureds would appear to be applicable to the amendment.

One other change effected by this amendment concerns the limits of liability. Prior to the change, uninsured motorist provisions were required to provide coverage of $10,000 per person and $20,000 per accident. Under the new law, the coverage must provide $20,000 per person and $40,000 per accident.

This new act could present several interesting problems. Assume “A” and “B” have an automobile accident. “B” is at fault and indicates to the police he has liability insurance coverage. Under ARCP 26(B)(2), the amount of coverage under any insurance agreement is not subject to discovery. Under the above fact situation, if “A” is injured severely, “B” could become an uninsured motorist if his policy limits are not sufficient to compensate “A” for his damages. In order for there to be a determination of the uninsured motorist claim, the policy limits of “B” would become a main issue of the case, but may or may not be subject to discovery.

A second interesting problem may develop from similar facts. Assume “B” negligently causes an accident injuring “A.” “B” has insurance, but “A” is unsure of the policy limits. Under Alabama law, an injured party must notify his carrier of a possible uninsured motorist claim. If “A” is injured severely, a possible uninsured motorist claim arises. Is “A” required to put his carrier on notice of a possible claim because he does not know the limits of “B’s” policy? As a practical matter, the injured party should protect his interests by notifying the carrier of the accident and possible claim. Notification of the accident alone, without specific mention of the possible uninsured motorist claim, probably would be enough because the risk of such a claim always would exist. It might be wise for the insured to name his own carrier in any possible action because this would serve the dual purpose of notification and naming an insurance company as a defendant.

Until the Alabama courts have interpreted the duties and responsibilities existing between carrier and insured under the new uninsured motorist amendment to the act, all plaintiff attorneys would be well advised to notify the plaintiff’s own carrier of a possible claim before filing any automobile accident litigation. Since defendant’s insurance limits may be undiscernable, the plaintiff’s carrier and the plaintiff himself may be unaware of potential uninsured motorist claims. Such notice should prevent a later defense by plaintiff’s carrier it had no notice or opportunity to defend by intervention or otherwise. Additionally, it can be assumed plaintiff’s carrier, upon notice of litigation, will make demand upon the defendant carrier to settle within defendant carrier’s limits. The duties between carrier and insured, as well as the responsibilities between primary and excess carriers, are unclear at present and can be defined only through future decisions of the Alabama appellate courts.

---

**Everybody Wants To Be Creative.**

A lot of people claim to be skilled in the leasing business, but when I made a careful inspection, there was quite a crack in the foundation! Creative Leasing has skill with over 50 years experience. And because I leased my car, I saved enough money to treat myself to some of life’s little pleasures. Creative Leasing can custom design a plan to meet your specific needs including maintenance and insurance. That’s why everybody wants to be creative! Creative Leasing.
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A Look at Alabama State Bar Headquarters

by Susan Shirock DePaola and Keith B. Norman

For many attorneys, the Alabama State Bar headquarters is somewhat of a mystery. Few of us have the opportunity to visit the headquarters, and our membership largely is unaware of the people who make up the staff of the headquarters and the efforts they are making on our behalf.

This article aims to make the bar headquarters come alive with the people and faces keeping it going. It is our hope that by getting to know the people behind the walls, Alabama lawyers will feel more comfortable in contacting them and making use of the services they provide to our membership.

In any article of this type, a perspective on the status of the Alabama State Bar is in order. When the Alabama Bar Association was first formed in 1879, it had less than 100 attorneys. In 1923, when it became a state agency, there were about 500 attorneys who were members; in 1984, the membership had grown to 5,816 regular members; in addition, there were 1,752 special members.

The bar is a state agency whose funds are controlled by the legislature, although they do not come out of the state general fund. Rather, the bar is funded by the money received from licenses purchased by attorneys in the state. These license fees are placed in a special fund for use by the bar. The budget of the bar has grown; in 1969, the budget was less than $200,000; in 1984, the regular budget was approximately $753,000.

Although membership fees increased to $100 in 1979, the cost of providing many services to members of the bar has risen dramatically, far outstripping the amount of revenue generated by membership fees. For example, in 1984, although the bar had revenues of $707,686, disbursements amounted to more than $753,429. It is estimated the revenues for 1985 will amount to $725,715, while disbursements are anticipated to be more than $771,261.

We hear so much about the growing number of lawyers, and the statistics compiled by the bar bear out that news. In 1964, there were only 92 new admittees to the bar. By 1982, this number had grown to 487 new admittees per year. Along with the growth in numbers of new admittees to the bar, it appears the bar is getting younger. Currently, more than one-half of the members of the Alabama State Bar are under 35 years of age.

As bar membership grew, so grew the number of headquarters employees. In 1969, the association had five full-time employees. In 1984, there were 15 full-time employees at the state bar headquarters.

Of course, we all have seen the growth of this publication, The Alabama Lawyer, to its current format. The old format was designed to serve as a kind of “law review publication” at a time when the University of Alabama and Cumberland Law School did not have law review publications. With the advent of law reviews at both law schools, it was no longer necessary for The Alabama Lawyer to serve this function. Thus, a decision was made to shift to a format which the editors believe is more easily readable and interesting to practicing members of the bar. The shift to the new format was a bold move in a profession where tradition often attains almost religious dimensions.

Members of the bar also have seen the growth of continuing legal education into being an integral part of each member’s professional life. Alabama was one of the leaders in the country in adopting mandatory CLE, being the eleventh state to undertake this program. There also has been a geometric growth in committee membership, as well as an increase in the number of special interest areas addressed by the bar.

With this growth, we believe the bar headquarters provides increased assistance to its membership. We hope this look inside the Alabama State Bar gives each member a glimpse of the staff and the services provided to its members in the state.
Reginald T. Hamner —
Executive Director/Secretary

Reggie has been executive director of the bar since June 1969. He has seen the growth of its staff from four members in 1969 to 15 in 1984.

Reggie also has seen a “legal explosion” during his tenure with the bar. Among the more notable changes are the change in the system of pleading, the establishment of the unified court system and the growth in the sheer numbers of lawyers practicing in the state.

The bar now provides services virtually unheard of prior to 1969. Included among these is the lawyer referral service, which now has a full-time person responsible for its functioning. Reggie also says there is an increased awareness regarding ethics among the general population and attorneys. The biggest complaint he hears from the general public is they often have no idea of what their attorney is doing on a particular case and cannot get in touch with the attorney in order to secure information about a case.

Reggie is proudest of the annual meetings put on by the bar. The Alabama State Bar has one of the highest attendance rates for its membership at annual meetings in the country, generally averaging about 15 percent of its members attending each annual meeting. The annual meetings include professional opportunities for continuing education, as well as committee meetings and social events.

Reggie, in the next five years, is looking toward increased computerization and mechanization of the bar headquarters. Currently, they are “drowning in paperwork,” particularly in the area of admissions and continuing legal education. He also would like to see an increase in the amount of assistance the bar can provide to small law firms or solo practitioners in the area of technology for law office management. In addition, he states the board of bar commissioners is beginning to focus on more long-range planning for the bar, and he believes this will be of tremendous importance in the years to come.

Reggie recently served as president of the Alabama Council of Association Executives and as president of the National Association of Bar Executives in 1978-79. He also earned Certified Association Executive (CAE) certification in 1975 and has been recertified through 1987.

Margaret Boone —
Administrative and Financial Secretary

Margaret has been with the bar for seven years. Her main responsibility is to maintain all financial records for the Alabama State Bar and Alabama State Bar Foundation. She also processes all invoices for payment and the payroll for the bar. As secretary to the executive director, her responsibilities include assisting in the preparation of all annual meetings, maintaining personnel files and handling the executive director’s correspondence.

Margaret is a native of Prattville; she and her husband have three sons. Prior to working for the bar, she worked in the Planning and Programming Department of the Civil Air Patrol at Maxwell Air Force Base in Montgomery.

Mary Lyn Pike —
Assistant Executive Director

Mary Lyn assumed the new role of assistant executive director January 1 of this year. Her responsibilities include di-
recting the mandatory continuing legal education program of the bar and coordinating the work of the bar's committees. In the three years she has been with the bar, Mary Lyn, along with Diane Weldon, has helped to implement the mandatory CLE program and make sure it functioned smoothly. Although getting attorneys to keep their own CLE records probably has been the most frustrating aspect of her job, Mary Lyn says she enjoys getting to meet attorneys from all over the state.

Mary Lyn makes a strong pitch for computerization, particularly with respect to the CLE program. "In order to adequately serve our membership, our whole operation needs to be computerized. If we were to computerize, we would send CLE transcripts at the end of the year. The transcript would indicate an attorney attended this course or that course. If accurate, the attorney would then sign it and send it back, or if it was not accurate, the attorney could correct it and send it back corrected. The Georgia Bar Association presently is doing this."

A native of Tuscaloosa, Mary Lyn has three degrees from the University of Alabama. She has an undergraduate degree in psychology, a master's degree in clinical psychology and a law degree.

**Norma Robbins — Admissions Secretary**

Norma's job puts her in contact with all prospective members of the bar. Consequently, she is one of the most well-known employees there. Her primary responsibility is processing all student and bar application materials. This begins at the time a person enters law school and continues through the time he or she is admitted to the bar.

**Diane Weldon — Secretary to Director of MCLE**

Diane has dual responsibilities. She is secretary to the assistant executive director/director of the continuing legal education program, and she is the committee secretary. She has been with the bar since 1978, when she came as a student as part of a business office education course. In 1982, she became a full-time staff member and has been with the CLE program since its inception. She handles all correspondence relating to continuing legal education and maintains all CLE records and files. She keeps up a running list of all programs and sponsors and handles any telephone inquiries regarding programs available. Diane looks forward to the day the bar moves to computerization of records. Currently, all CLE records are kept by hand because the bar does not have computer facilities available to deal with them.

As committee secretary, she schedules committee meetings, assists committee chairmen in sending out meeting notices and maintains all committee records.

**Top: General Counsel Bill Morrow
Center: Secretary to the general counsel Vivian Freeman
Bottom: Assistant General Counsel John Yung**

Norma assists the board of bar examiners in administering the bar exam. She processes the results and certifies to the Alabama Supreme Court those candidates successfully completing all requirements for admission to the bar. According to Norma, one of the more interesting aspects of her job is the chance to become acquainted with so many different people. She states the most frustrating part of her job, though, is in dealing with bar applicants who fail the bar exam.

Although she is a native of Kentucky, having been born in Loyal, Kentucky, Norma's family moved to Montgomery while she was very young. Prior to working with the bar, Norma worked for the State Revenue Department, the State Highway Department and First Baptist Church of Montgomery. She has been with the bar since 1979.
Margaret Dubberley — Publications Director

When Jen Nowell was stolen away from us by the Louisiana State Bar Association, we retaliated against First Alabama Bank of Montgomery by capturing their in-house employee publication editor, Margaret Dubberley. Margaret joined the Alabama State Bar headquarters as the publications director in October 1984, and at this point says she is "still trying to become acquainted with all of the production aspects of The Alabama Lawyer, as well as becoming acquainted with the Alabama State Bar itself." Her focus as director of The Alabama Lawyer is on editing and artwork, as well as the solicitation of manuscripts and advertising. Margaret works closely with the editor and editorial board of The Alabama Lawyer and is responsible for the budget of the publication division.

Margaret is a graduate of Auburn University at Montgomery and holds a bachelor's degree in applied communications; while at AUM, she served as an editor of the Aumnibus, the university’s student newspaper.

Ruth Strickland — Publications and Membership Assistant

Ruth has been employed with the bar since September 1982. She has observed a change in the managing editor during this time, as well as the advent of the new format of The Alabama Lawyer. Ruth manages the money for The Alabama Lawyer, including billing for advertising and bi-monthly financial reports to the board of editors.

In addition, Ruth is especially busy from September through December with membership duties, handling business licenses and special membership categories. As membership assistant, she is responsible for all membership records and handles all membership correspondence and inquiries.

Like many others at the bar, Ruth is also busy during bar examination time, assisting in the administration of the exam.

Ruth is a native of Eufaula and attended Andrew College in Cuthbert, Georgia.

Gale Skinner — Lawyer Referral Secretary and Receptionist

Gale has been at the bar for three years, and her primary responsibility is handling the lawyer referral service. This includes not only keeping records for the program, but also the actual referral of clients to one of the more than 300 attorneys statewide participating in the program. Each day, approximately 30 to 50 referrals are given to clients who either telephone the bar or come by in person.

Gale says, "Clients call who are referred by Legal Services, for example, and don't really know why they are calling, and you just have to take time with each one and find out what their problem is."

The client tells Gale the county or city in which he needs an attorney and the nature of the legal problem, i.e., divorce, real estate, etc. She then refers the client to the next attorney on the list from that area, specializing in that particular area of law. In addition to her duties as the lawyer referral secretary, Gale routes and screens all telephone calls to the state bar headquarters.

Gale also maintains the records for the Alabama Bar Reporter. This includes handling the subscriptions and indexing and typing the headnotes for each case.

Wayne Summerlin — Graphic Arts Supervisor

Wayne started with the bar in 1966 as its graphic arts supervisor under the direction of Judge John B. Scott, Jr. He left after approximately one year, but returned in 1982 to his current position. His department is responsible for the production of the Alabama Bar Reports on which each Alabama lawyer depends so heavily. He also does all of the mailings for the bar, including that of The Alabama Lawyer's. Wayne's perspective of the bar is somewhat unique in that he saw it in 1966 and has returned to see the changes that have taken place in the 1980s. He says the most significant changes relate to the growth of the bar: The staff has tripled, the headquarters has outgrown its buildings and they still need more space and more people.
William H. Morrow, Jr. — General Counsel

Of all current staff members, Bill has been at the bar the longest, assuming the position of general counsel for the bar in 1965. Prior to this, Bill practiced law with his father for a short time in Lanett and in Miami, Florida, for nine years. Bill received his college degree from Davidson College in North Carolina, after his schooling was interrupted initially by a stint in the Armed Services during World War II. He received his law degree from Harvard Law School.

As general counsel, Bill's responsibilities include investigating petitions for reinstatement, requests for formal written ethic opinions, informal requests received by telephone and the investigation and prosecution of individuals engaged in the unauthorized practice of law. Bill also has been responsible for defending the state bar with respect to challenges to its admissions policies. He concedes one of the most time-consuming responsibilities of the office of general counsel is the answering of hundreds of requests for ethics opinions.

As general counsel, Bill acts as staff liaison to task forces and committees as directed by the president of the bar. This includes legal research, preparation of memoranda of law and the general assistance of the various committees of the bar, as needed.

Vivian Freeman — Secretary to the General Counsel

As secretary to the general counsel, Vivian has the responsibility of processing both requests for written formal opinions and all petitions for reinstatement by attorneys who have been disbarred or suspended from the practice of law. She also processes all complaints against attorneys received by the bar, as well as complaints concerning non-lawyers engaged in the unauthorized practice of law. Vivian likewise is responsible for typing all briefs which the general counsel files in the state and federal appellate courts.

A native of Columbus, Georgia, Vivian attended both Auburn University and Troy State University. She has been employed with the bar for four years.

John A. Yung, IV — Assistant General Counsel

John is responsible for reviewing complaints filed against members of the bar and assigning the complaints for investigation. For all complaints he undertakes to investigate, he makes a recommendation to the Disciplinary Commission as to disposition. He drafts admonitions, reprimands and formal charges for the commission, as well as for various local grievance committees, and represents the bar at hearings before the Disciplinary Board and on appeals before the Supreme Court of Alabama. John has been with the bar for four and one-half years.

John is a graduate of Auburn and of the University of Alabama School of Law and has a LL.M. from the Georgetown University Law Center.

Alex Jackson — Assistant General Counsel

Alex began his employment with the bar in 1980. Prior to joining as assistant general counsel, Alex had been a practicing attorney in Clanton since 1974. He received his college education at the University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, and his law degree at the University of Alabama.

Alex's responsibilities include the investigation of grievances filed against attorneys and the prosecution of disciplinary charges brought against attorneys. Alex also serves as counsel to various committees of the bar, including the Permanent Code Commission and the Committee on Lawyer Advertising. Alex spends a great deal of time traveling around the state speaking to various bar associations about the grievance process of the state bar.

With respect to his responsibilities, Alex says he hopes the lawyers of the state understand self-policing is in the best interest of the profession. "If we
don't take care of policing ourselves, and we are not thorough in self-policing, it could be taken away from us and we would be responding to federal agencies in Atlanta or Washington."

In the five years Alex has been assistant general counsel, the number of grievances filed has doubled. Unfortunately, while the caseload doubled, the staff remained the same size. Alex does find his job challenging, however, because of the sophisticated clientele with which he deals. "All my defendants are lawyers. When you deal with lawyers, they seem to know all the answers."

**Candy Fraley — Secretary to Assistant General Counsels**

An individual who feels he has a complaint regarding services provided by an attorney, and calls or visits the Center for Professional Responsibility of the bar, is likely to be referred to Candy. Candy talks to people with complaints and to attorneys and local grievance committees wanting information regarding the complaint procedure. Candy works closely with John Yung and Alex Jackson, investigators for the Disciplinary Commission, and types reports, pleadings and other numerous documents relating to pending investigations.

Candy says this is the first job she has had in the legal field, and it is "totally different" from anything she has ever done. Each attorney in the bar can second that thought!

**Tammy Tatum — Secretary**

Tammy is the newest addition to the staff of the Alabama State Bar. A native of Dadeville, Tammy graduated from Marbury High School and attended George Wallace Community College and Auburn University at Montgomery. Her responsibilities with the bar are handling the complaints and grievances filed with the bar and preparing files on the complaints for referral to the disciplinary committee. Having worked in a doctor's office prior to joining the state bar office, Tammy states the medical and legal fields are quite different.

**Susan Shirock DePaola, an associate with the Montgomery firm of Pappanastos, Samford & Blanchard, also is a member of the board of editors of The Alabama Lawyer.**

Susan has an undergraduate degree in biology from the University of Michigan, a doctorate in education from Auburn University and a J.D. from the University of Alabama School of Law.

**Keith B. Norman, a native of Opelika, obtained his undergraduate degree from Duke University and his law degree from the University of Alabama. He was admitted to the Alabama State Bar in 1981 and now practices with the Montgomery firm of Batch, Bingham, Baker, Ward, Smith, Bowman & Thagard. Keith also is a member of the board of editors of The Alabama Lawyer.**

**BE A BUDDY**

With the number of new attorneys increasing and the number of jobs decreasing, more and more attorneys are going into practice on their own and miss the benefit of the counseling of more experienced practitioners. The Alabama State Bar Committee on Local Bar Activities and Services is sponsoring a "Buddy Program" to provide newer bar members a fellow-lawyer they may consult if they confront a problem, need to ask a question, or simply want directions to the courthouse.

If you are a lawyer who has recently begun a practice and would like to meet a lawyer in your area to call on occasionally for a hand, or if you are the more experienced practitioner with valuable information and advice you're willing to share, please complete and return the form below. Your participation in this program will certainly benefit the bar as a whole.

**Local Bar Activities and Services Buddy Program Application**

- **Name**
- **Firm Name (if applicable)**
- **Address**
- **City**
- **State**
- **Zip**
- **Telephone**

- **New Lawyer**
- **Experienced Lawyer**

Please return to: Alabama State Bar, P.O. Box 4156, Montgomery, Alabama 36101.
QUESTION: 
"If an attorney representing a public entity which comes within the scope of §13A-14-2, Code of Alabama, 1975, (Sunshine Law) makes a good faith professional judgment that to confer with his client concerning pending or foreseeable litigation or other purely legal matters in a meeting open to the public, and in all probability, directly or indirectly, to counsel for an adversary of the public entity, would be prejudicial to the best interests of his client, must the attorney insist upon conferring with his client in closed or executive session?"

ANSWER:
Yes.

DISCUSSION:
§34-3-20(4), Code of Alabama, 1975, provides:
"It is the duty of attorneys:

(4) To maintain inviolate the confidence and at every peril to themselves to preserve the secrets of their client."

Ethical Consideration 4-1 provides:
"Both the fiduciary relationship existing between lawyer and client and the proper functioning of the legal system require the preservation by the lawyer of confidences and secrets of one who has employed him. A client must feel free to discuss whatever he wishes with his lawyer and a lawyer must be equally free to obtain information beyond that volunteered by his client. A lawyer should be fully informed of all the facts of the matter he is handling in order for his client to obtain the full advantage of our legal system. It is for the lawyer in the exercise of his independent professional judgment to separate the relevant and important from the irrelevant and unimportant. The observance of the ethical obligation of a lawyer to hold inviolate the confidences and secrets of his client not only facilitates the full development of facts essential to proper representation of the client but also encourages laymen to seek early legal assistance."

Disciplinary Rule 4-101(A) and (B) (1) provides:
"(A) 'Confidence' refers to information protected by the attorney-client privilege under applicable law, and 'secret' refers to other information gained in the professional relationship that the client has requested be held inviolate or the disclosure of which would be embarrassing or would be likely to be detrimental to the client.

(B) Except as permitted by DR 4-101(C) a lawyer shall not knowingly:

(1) Reveal a confidence or secret of his client's."

Disciplinary Rule 4-101(C)(4) provides:
"A lawyer may reveal:

(4) Confidences or secrets when required by law, provided that a lawyer required by a tribunal to make such a disclosure may first avail himself of all appellate remedies available to him." (emphasis added)

Rules of Disciplinary Enforcement, Preamble, in part provides:
"The Supreme Court of Alabama has inherent responsibility to supervise the conduct of attorneys who are its officers and in furtherance thereof it promulgates the following Rules of Disciplinary Enforcement superseding all other rules and statutes pertaining to disciplinary enforcement heretofore promulgated or enacted."

§13A-14-2(a), Code of Alabama, 1975, provides:
"(a) No executive or secret session shall be held by any of the following named boards, commissions or courts of Alabama, namely: Alabama public service commission; school commissions of Alabama; board of adjustment; state or county tax commissions; any county commission, any city commission or municipal council; or any other body, board or commission in the state charged with the duty of disbursing any funds belonging to the state, county or municipality, or board, body or commission to which is delegated any legislative or judicial function; except, that executive or secret sessions may be held by any of the above named boards or commissions when the character or good name of a woman or man is involved."

A number of states has enacted statutes variously described as the "Freedom of Information Act," the "Sunshine Law" or the "Right to Know Law." We will refer to such statutes herein as "public meeting" statutes. Some statutes contain specific exceptions that meetings between a public entity and its counsel concerning pending or impending litigation need not be open to the public. Other statutes which contain no specific exception concerning the
attorney-client confidences and secrets, nevertheless, have been construed to permit closed or executive meetings between a public entity and its counsel concerning pending or impending litigation. The inherent and ultimate power to determine what constitutes ethical conduct on the part of an attorney vests in the judicial department of state government and a statute which declares conduct as ethical which the judicial department of state government has proscribed as unethical may be considered an unconstitutional legislative invasion into a judicial function.

In the case of Sacramento Newspaper Guild v. Sacramento County Board of Supervisors, 263 Cal. App. 2d 41, 69 Cal. Rptr. 430 (1968) the court was called upon to construe a "public meeting" statute which provided in part: "All meetings of the legislative body of a local agency shall be open and public..." This statute (Brown Act) allowed executive or closed sessions only to consider (a) matters affecting the national security and (b) employment and dismissal of personnel. The trial court entered a preliminary injunction enjoining the Sacramento Board of Supervisors from holding any executive or closed sessions or meetings. On appeal the appellate court modified the injunction to read as follows:

"This preliminary injunction shall not prevent the Sacramento County Board of Supervisors from consulting privately with the county counsel or other attorney representing the board under circumstances in which the lawyer-client privilege conferred by sections 950 through 962 of the California Evidence Code may lawfully be claimed." 263 Cal. App. 2d at 59.

The appellate court observed:

"If client and counsel must confer in public view and hearing, both privilege and policy are stripped of value. Considered in isolation from the Brown Act, this assurance is available to governmental as well as private clients and their attorneys. 263 Cal. App.2d at 54.

Government should have no advantage in legal strife; neither should it be a second-class citizen.

"Public agencies face the same hard realities as other civil litigants. An attorney who cannot confer with his client outside his opponent's presence may be under insurmountable han-

dicaps. A panoply of constitutional, statutory, administrative and fiscal arrangements covering state and local government expresses a policy that litigating public agencies strive with their legal adversaries on fairly even terms. We need not pause for citations to demonstrate the obvious. There is a public entitlement to the effective aid of legal counsel in civil litigation. Effective aid is impossible if opportunity for confidential legal advice is banned."

Settlement and avoidance of litigation are particularly sensitive activities, whose conduct would be grossly confounded, often made impossible, by undiscriminating insistence on open lawyer-client conferences. In settlement advice, the attorney's professional task is to provide his client a frank appraisal of strength and weakness, gains and risks, hopes and fears. If the public's 'right to know' compelled admission of an audience, the ringside seats would be occupied by the government's adversary, delighted to capitalize on every revelation of weakness. A lawyer worth his salt would feel a sense of treachery in disclosing that kind of appraisal. (8 Wigmore op. cit. §2291, p. 553.) To him its conduct in public would be shocking, unprofessional, unthinkable. He would prefer to fight the lawsuit to its bitter end. Frustration would blunt the law's policy in favor of settlement, and financial imprudence might be a compelled path. 263 Cal. App. 2d at 55-56.

emphasis added by court)
In declaring the public’s right to be informed, they do not necessarily propel the public legal adversary into the lawyer-client conference clad in the robes of good citizenship.” 263 Cal. App. 2d at 57.

The court cautioned attorneys and public bodies could not circumvent an “open meeting” statute on the pretext the meeting was solely for legal consultation concerning pending or impending litigation when, in truth and in fact, the matters for discussion were such that the public should have access thereto.

In the case of *Times Publishing Company v. Williams*, 222 So. 2d 470 (Fla. 1969) the court was called upon to construe a “public meeting” statute which did not specifically permit closed or executive sessions where the public body consulted with its attorney concerning pending or impending contemplated litigation. However, the court held that such “public meeting” statute did not prohibit closed or executive meetings under circumstances which to allow an open meeting would force the attorney to violate the Canons of Ethics adopted by the Supreme Court of Florida. The opinion contains the following:

“First of all, as has been noted, the act on its face provides for no exceptions; and unless there is a constitutional impediment to such a mandate it is conclusive. Nevertheless, appellee takes the position that it may be permitted to go into secret consultation with its attorney on all legal matters.” 222 So. 2d at 474.

There is one aspect of the attorney-client relationship, . . . in which there are obligations which bind the attorney; and the aspect involves his duties in the conduct of pending or impending litigation. His professional conduct in these matters is governed by the Canons of Ethics which are promulgated by the Supreme Court under the integrated Bar system that prevails in this state. Section 23 of Art. V of the Florida Constitution, F.S.A., gives exclusive jurisdiction to the Supreme Court in the disciplining of attorneys; and this disciplinary power necessarily includes the exclusive province to prescribe rules of professional conduct the breach of which renders an attorney amenable to such discipline.

The legislature therefore is without any authority to directly or indirectly interfere with or impair an attorney in the exercise of his ethical duties as an attorney and officer of the court.

In *Times Publishing Company v. Williams*, 222 So. 2d at 474, the court also noted that the attorney-client relationship is a critical aspect of the legal system, and that the attorney’s professional duties are protected by law. The court cited the Canons of Ethics adopted by the Supreme Court of Florida, which govern the professional conduct of attorneys in the conduct of pending or impending litigation.

The court also highlighted the importance of the attorney-client relationship, noting that the attorney has the right and duty to practice his profession in the manner required by the canons, leaving no room for conflicting legislation which renders the performance of his ethical duties impossible. He cannot be put in the untenable position of choice between a violation of a statute or a violation of a specific canon, as they clearly conflict. The attorney is entitled to receive confidential information and advice from the attorney-client privilege to both natural and artificial persons of public entities, including public bodies.

In the case of *Oklahoma Association of Municipal Attorneys v. State of Oklahoma*, 577 Pac. 2d 1310 (1978) the Supreme Court of Oklahoma was called upon to construe the attorney-client privilege to both natural and artificial persons of public entities. One statute extended the attorney-client privilege to both natural and artificial persons of public entities. Another statute, a “public meeting” statute, required open meetings of public bodies.

This is brought into focus, for example, if we consider the potential effect of extending the ‘open meetings’ concept to a consultation between a governmental agency and its attorney involving settlement or adjustment of a matter in pending or contemplated litigation.

It is our conclusion, therefore, the legislature is fully aware of its constitutional limitations and did not intend, by the enactment of chapter 67-356, to place attorneys in a position of having no alternative but to violate the Canons of Ethics. 222 So. 2d at 475-477.

In the case of *Minneapolis Star and Tribune Company v. Housing and Redevelopment Authority in and for the City of Minneapolis*, 246 N.W. 2d 448 (1976) the Supreme Court of Minnesota held the Minnesota “public meeting” statute did not preclude the Housing and Redevelopment Authority from holding closed or executive meetings to consult with its attorney concerning pending or contemplated litigation. The court pointed out the separation of powers provision of the Minnesota Constitution vested inherent and exclusive power in the Supreme Court of Minnesota to define what constituted ethical action on the part of attorneys. A newspaper and its executive editor sought an injunction prohibiting this public agency from holding closed meetings.

The court quoted Ethical Consideration 4-I and observed:

“In this area requiring a delicate balancing of public interests, our conclusion was reached only after a thorough consideration of the record, which discloses that the members of HRA were involved in active and immediate litigation in their capacity as members of a public agency and also, in one case, as an individual. The advisory meetings with the attorney were necessary to perhaps attain a settlement ultimately beneficial to the agency, the individual, and the general public.

The attorney-client exception is therefore operable in this matter to fully implement the confidentiality of the relationship. A basic understanding of the adversary system indicates that certain phases of litigation strategy may be impaired if every discussion is available for the benefit of opposing parties who may have as a purpose a private gain in contravention to the public need as construed by the agency.” 246 N.W. 2d at 454.
"unless otherwise specifically provided herein." An opinion of the attorney general held since the "public meeting" statute contained the language: "unless otherwise specifically provided herein" a public body could not hold closed sessions even for the purpose of obtaining legal advice concerning a pending investigation, litigation or proceeding. The Supreme Court of Oklahoma held in construing the two statutes, executive sessions could be held for confidential communications between a public body and its attorney if the communications concerned a pending investigation, claim or action, and disclosure of the matter discussed would seriously impair the ability of the public body to process the claim or to conduct the pending investigation, litigation or proceeding in the public interest, and the public body, with the advice of its attorney, could determine whether it would be proper to hold executive sessions for such purposes. In the opinion the court stated:

"The issue presented is whether the Legislature abrogated the attorney-client confidentiality and the right of public bodies to confer privately with their attorneys concerning pending or impending litigation. 577 Pac. 2d at 1314.

Petitioners assert that if our open meeting laws are construed so as to prohibit public bodies from privately discussing pending or impending litigation, they constitute a statutory impediment to the otherwise usual relationship between an attorney and his client thus rendering it substantially more difficult for them as public bodies to successfully maintain or defend civil actions on behalf of the public interest. Petitioners maintain that public bodies should not be placed at a disadvantage in conducting the public business, as against their legal adversaries and that the public is entitled to effective legal counsel when it is involved in litigation but such is impossible if a public body may not confer privately with its attorney. At the center of this argument is the concept of attorney-client confidentiality. 577 Pac. 2d at 1313.

We have at issue two competing policy commitments, the need to have the public's business conducted in the open, and the principle of attorney-client confidentiality. 577 Pac. 2d at 1313-1314.

We find a Legislative design whereby executive sessions may be held for confidential communications between a public body and its attorney, but only if the communications concern a pending investigation, claim, or action, and disclosure of the matters discussed would seriously impair the ability of the public body to process the claim or conduct the pending investigation, litigation or proceeding in the public interest. The public body, with the advice of its attorney, would determine whether it would be proper to hold executive sessions for the purposes above set forth." 577 Pac. 2d at 1315.

Cf. Laman v. McConnell 432 S.W. 2d 753 (Ark. 1968)
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In the case of Sutter Sensible Planning, Inc. v. Board of Supervisors of Sutter County, 122 Cal. App. 3d 813; 176 Cal. Rptr. 342 (1981) the court was called upon to construe California’s “public meeting” statute (Brown Act). Several individual landowners who opposed the construction of a food processing plant petitioned the trial court for a writ of mandamus directing the county board of supervisors to vacate its approval of an environmental impact report. It was also claimed the county board of supervisors had violated the Brown Act. The court held the county board of supervisors was entitled to confer privately with county counsel, since it reasonably inferred that a statement by counsel for the plaintiffs that the environmental impact report before it had significant defects which precluded the board from legally approving it was a threat of a specific lawsuit. In so holding, the court noted the Brown Act did not abrogate the evidentiary privilege of attorney-client confidential communication.

The court quotes at length from Sacramento Newspaper Guild v. Sacramento County Board of Supervisors, supra. The contention was made the county board of supervisors could not confer in private with their attorney since there was not in existence an actual pending lawsuit. In responding to this contention, the court observed:

"Relying on our statement in Sacramento Newspaper Guild that, because of its effect of suppressing public access, the protections given a public agency’s confidential communications must be ‘strictly construed’ (Id., at p. 58), plaintiffs argue that in the absence of actual pending litigation, the board was not entitled to seek legal advice in private. The board had been told by an attorney representing several plaintiffs (some of whom had sued the county successfully once before in connection with the same property) that the EIR before it had a number of significant defects which precluded the board from legally approving it or the project. In these circumstances, in the face of what it reasonably inferred was a threat of a quite specific lawsuit, the board needed no pretext for deciding to confer with the county counsel.” 122 Cal. App. 3d at 825.

We hasten to observe we are without jurisdiction or authority to decide issues of law. Therefore, the construction and interpretation of §13A-14-2, Code of Alabama, 1975, is the prerogative of an appropriate court. Furthermore, should the statute be construed literally and preclude a public entity from conferring in closed or executive session with its counsel concerning legal matters, the ancillary question as to whether or not the statute is an unconstitutional legislative invasion of a judicial function, is also for the courts.

The scope of this holding is extremely narrow, namely, if an attorney for a public entity makes a good faith professional judgment that to consult with his client concerning a legal matter and permit such consultation to be open to the public and thus, in all probability, to counsel for an adversary of the public entity, would violate certain provisions of the Code of Professional Responsibility, specifically but not limited to, Disciplinary Rule 7-101(A)(3) which in pertinent part provides “A lawyer shall not intentionally . . . prejudice or damage his client during the course of the professional relationship . . . .” he must insist upon consulting his client in closed or executive session.
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Disciplinary Report

Transferred to Disability Inactive

- December 26, 1984, attorney Kenneth W. Gilchrist of Etowah County was transferred to disability inactive status due to his being incapacitated from continuing the practice of law by reason of mental infirmity or illness.

Private Reprimands

- A lawyer was privately reprimanded for having failed to carry out a contract of employment with a client, in violation of DR 7-101 (A)(2), by having failed to initiate court action to recover past due child support and having alimony increased on behalf of his client, after having given assurances he would "file the papers immediately."

The following reprimands took place March 2, 1985.

- An Alabama lawyer was privately reprimanded for violation of Disciplinary Rules 6-101(A) and 7-101(A) (1). The Disciplinary Commission found the attorney had willfully neglected a legal matter entrusted to him and had failed to seek the lawful objectives of his client by failing, for nearly two years, to prepare a settlement agreement in a marital dispute, to notify his client of a scheduled court hearing and to keep his client advised as to the progress of the matter he was conducting for her.

- A lawyer was privately reprimanded for having been guilty of "misrepresentation," in violation of DR 1-102(A) (4), by having signed his client's name to what purported to be a verified civil complaint, having signed his own name as notary public thereon, having signed his client's name to a Petition to Employ the Services of Attorney in the same matter, having signed his name as a witness to the client's signature on that petition and having then filed both documents with the circuit court.

- A lawyer was privately reprimanded for having engaged in conduct adversely reflecting on his fitness to practice law, in violation of DR 1-102(A) (6), by having failed to provide his local grievance committee with a written response to a complaint filed against him by a client, despite three written requests from the grievance committee he respond to the complaint.

- An Alabama lawyer was privately reprimanded for making false accusations against a circuit judge, knowing the statements were false and further knowing the statements would be published in a newspaper. The commission found the attorney's conduct to be in violation of Disciplinary Rule 8-101(B).

- A lawyer was privately reprimanded for having failed to promptly pay over money collected for a client, in violation of DR 1-102(B) (4), by having deducted as attorney fees one-third of the amount recovered for the client in a rule nisi proceeding for past due child support and alimony, (after having received a $400 attorney fee awarded by the court in the matter against the client's ex-spouse), though the client had not previously consented to the one-third deduction and had not been given prior notice there would be any deduction made.

- A lawyer received a private reprimand for violation of DR 5-101(C) of the Code of Professional Responsibility. The Disciplinary Commission found the attorney had periodically counseled with a client in regard to various matters, including domestic problems, for a period of 15 to 16 years, only to later represent the client's former wife in a domestic proceeding directly related to the subject matter of the attorney's earlier conversations with the client. The Disciplinary Commission found the attorney's conduct constituted a conflict of interest in violation of Disciplinary Rule 5-101(C) in that the attorney represented a party to a cause after having previously represented an adverse party or interest in connection therewith.

- An Alabama lawyer received a private reprimand for violation of Disciplinary Rule 6-101(A) and 6-102(A) of the Code of Professional Responsibility. The Disciplinary Commission determined this attorney accepted an accident case for a client, failed to file the action within the period provided by the statute of limitations. and then issued a check to his client in settlement of the case from his own personal account. The commission found the attorney willfully neglected a legal matter entrusted to him and attempted to exonerate himself from, or limit, his ability to his client for his personal malpractice, in violation of the Code of Professional Responsibility.

- A lawyer was privately reprimanded for having been guilty of willful neglect, in violation of DR 6-101(A), by having undertaken to represent a client in appealing a criminal conviction, but then having failed to file a brief on behalf of the client with the court of criminal appeals, and having failed to provide the state bar with a satisfactory explanation in the matter.
Public Censure

The following censures took place March 2, 1985.

- Mobile lawyer Walter L. Davis was publicly censured for having engaged in conduct adversely reflecting on his fitness to practice law, willfully neglecting a legal matter entrusted to him, failing to carry out a contract of employment entered into with a client for professional services, accepting a retainer from a client to handle the legal adoption by the client of the client's granddaughter, failing to pursue the matter for the client, promising the client to refund the retainer paid, but failing to refund the same to the client.

- Jerome Tucker of Birmingham was publicly censured before the Board of Commissioners of the Alabama State Bar for violation of Disciplinary Rule 7-101(A)(1) of the Code of Professional Responsibility. Mr. Tucker previously had been engaged to represent a client in a civil action in the U.S. District Court for the northern district of Alabama and failed, on several different occasions, to submit pleadings and comply with court orders regarding his client's case. The commission determined Mr. Tucker's neglect of his client's case represented a failure to seek the lawful objectives of his client through reasonably available means permitted by law and the Disciplinary Rules and further determined a public censure would be appropriate discipline for the stated violation.

Montgomery attorney Elno A. Smith, Jr., was publicly censured by the Board of Commissioners of the Alabama State Bar for violation of Disciplinary Rules 1-102(A)(4), 1-102(A)(5), 1-102(A)(6), 6-101(A), 7-101(A)(1) and 7-101(A)(2) of the Code of Professional Responsibility. Mr. Smith earlier had been retained to handle a criminal appeal case and was found to have been late in filing appropriate appellate papers; he further was found to have misrepresented the status of the case to his client. The Disciplinary Commission of the Alabama State Bar determined Mr. Smith should receive a public censure for these violations of the code.
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In Memoriam

John Milton Coxwell

John Milton Coxwell, of Monroeville, died February 9, 1985, at the age of 69. He was born at Monroeville in 1915, the son of John Mitchell Coxwell, then clerk of the circuit court, and Lillie W. Coxwell.

He was educated in the public schools in Monroeville, Mobile and Decatur, Georgia. He received his undergraduate degree from Emory University in Atlanta and was a member of the class of 1939 at the University of Alabama School of Law.

He served his community professionally, spiritually, publicly and civically for over 45 years. John practiced civil law on a wide and varied scale and served as county solicitor for Monroe County from 1942 to 1975, when he retired as a supernumerary district attorney, an office he held until his death. He was a Mason, a Shriner and an elder and deacon of the Monroeville Presbyterian Church. He was affiliated with the Democratic Party for many years and in that regard served as a delegate to Democratic National Conventions in 1944 and 1952 and as chairman of the Monroe County Democratic Executive Committee for several terms.

John's life witnessed many changes in his hometown and county, including changes in the membership of the practicing bar, his stories of whom frequently entertained lawyers and judges of all ages.

As a lawyer, John was committed to professional excellence and courtesy to all people, regardless of their station in life. His office was considered by all lawyers as a place of respite, where one was consistently and cheerfully welcomed. He was especially aware of the problems faced by young lawyers and was never too busy to lend advice and assistance to a young lawyer in need.

John Coxwell is survived by his wife, Frances Hodge Coxwell; his son and law partner, J. Milton Coxwell, Jr.; a sister, Jewell M. Coxwell; and two grandchildren, Will and Stewart.

The bench and bar of the 35th judicial circuit, joining many others throughout the state, deeply mourn the passing of our fellow lawyer and friend, John Coxwell.

Jack Crenshaw

When Jack Crenshaw died January 17, 1985, at 80 years of age, there were inevitable comparisons to the passing of Bear Bryant. Like Coach Bryant, Jack worked and won at the profession he loved until only a few months before his death, and it seemed impossible to think of him as being "retired" for any extended time.

Traditional memorials contain many of a man's honors and accomplishments, and for Jack Crenshaw, that list would be both long and varied. While Jack was in some ways the most traditional of lawyers, he was in others the most innovative, unusual and, indeed, unique of lawyers and human beings; a traditional listing somehow seems inadequate. It is hard for a "younger" practitioner, who knew and worked with Jack only over the last 20 years of his career, to appreciate fully the span of a career longer than many men's entire lives.

Jack belonged in some ways to two different worlds, from a practice in the years after World War I to the pace of the 1980s. Despite handling scores of cases before the Alabama Supreme Court and the U.S. Supreme Court and dozens of major trials, if asked to point out the case of which he was proudest over that long span, he would not have reminisced about long-ago triumphs of common-law pleading or battles against railroads, but would have pointed to a case which he began at the age of 75—a long, massive and complex case action involving three appeals, scores of hearings and a prolonged trial. At an age when most of us would expect to have ended our active professional lives, Jack was relishing the novelty of the case, the combat over important issues and the satisfaction of representing his clients fully and well.

Amazingly, Jack entered college at the sophomore level at the age of 15 and had been admitted to the bar by 1926, full of academic honors including Phi Beta Kappa; he was then the youngest person admitted to that scholastic society.

As a traditionalist, Jack always had a strong preference for practicing law strictly by the rules of procedure. He simply felt it was both proper and easier to follow the rules and formalities,
and he did so without any intent to cause difficulties. He was at the same time the soul of personal and professional courtesy in almost an old-world sense.

Jack was a fierce professional antagonist and readily expected his opponents to be the same. He would have had nothing but contempt for an adversary who did not professionally represent his client.

His fellow practitioners often have said the only task more professionally demanding than being Jack’s opponent was to be his associate counsel. His energy, will, creativity and drive never faltered, and he never hesitated to take on the most difficult tasks himself.

It is not surprising he should have been honored by his profession. He served as president of the Montgomery County Bar, as a proctor and bar examiner for the state bar, as a special justice of the Alabama Supreme Court; he was an author of numerous legal articles, a member of the faculty of the Law Science Academy and a longtime member of the American and Alabama Trial Lawyers Associations. Less well-known — and less traditional, I think — were his services to his profession, his church and his community in other ways. Jack readily talked of his own early difficulties with, and conquest of, alcohol, and he quietly helped many of his fellow lawyers to deal with similar problems. He never was too busy to see and counsel with someone in trouble, and there are many successful lives who have been rescued by him.

He was equally dedicated to his church, serving as a deacon, an elder, a Sunday school teacher and a trustee of the Presbyterian Home for Children. He was a trustee of the local Shrine Temple and Masonic Home, as well as involved in such diverse activities as the American Lung Association (by which he was honored with the Heacock Award in 1981) and the Chamber of Commerce.

Jack’s great recreational love, golf, was characteristic of him. He won the Southern Intercollegiate Championship in 1923 and continued to play until just months before his death. While he recognized age kept him from hitting the ball as far, he refused to concede he could not continue to learn and improve.

Although he enjoyed describing himself as “arrogant, conceited and mean,” his friends, wife Vern, his son and his daughter and, in truth, his professional adversaries, knew at the core, he was none of those things. He was something of a Renaissance man — a scholar, a sportsman, an author, a jurist, a brilliant and accomplished professional and a guide in his church, family and community. He was uniquely dedicated, hardworking and tenacious. He did not rely on brilliance of intellect alone, but also on thoroughness, devotion and hard work. Jack Crenshaw was a “character” in the sense of a unique, special individual, and this profession will miss him. There are far too few among us of his stature as a lawyer and a man.

Following his graduation from law school, he was employed in the legal department of Waterman Steamship Company. From 1961 until 1967 he was associated with and then a partner in the law firm of Tonsmeire, McFadden and Favre, his practice being confined to real estate law. For the next two years he was a partner in the firm of Diamond, Latof and Favre, specializing in admiralty law.

In July 1969, he was appointed assistant United States attorney and from July 1969 until his death he handled criminal prosecutions for the U.S. attorney’s office for the southern district of Alabama. Although he virtually had no prior experience in the field of criminal law, he quickly became an expert in trying criminal cases for the government. He successfully prosecuted some of the most important, complicated criminal cases in the history of the court under U.S. Attorneys Charles White-Spunner, William (Billy) Kimbrough and Jeff Sessions.

He has been recognized by his peers as one of the outstanding assistant U.S. attorneys in the nation, a distinction which but few merit and an honor which but few attain.

Ruddy participated in sports activities throughout his life. At the time of his death he was and had been for many years an avid, low-handicap golfer. He was a star shortstop for the Murphy High School and Spring Hill College Varsity Baseball Teams and the American Legion Baseball Team. While at law school he was an outstanding player on the Sigma Chi fraternity softball team. He was the catcher on the Government Street Methodist Church softball team, champions of the church league. There was a “good Catholic” helping the good Methodists, because Ruddy practiced his Catholic faith throughout his life and at the time of his death had been a longtime member and regular attendant of St. Pius X Catholic Church.

In November 1952, Ruddy married Catherine Percy; they had two daughters. Ruddy always was a devoted family man and advisor.

His daughters said, “He always taught us to be fair and honest,” and that was the way Ruddy conducted his
entire life, never with pride, but always with dignity.

His sage advice was sought by and given to other members of the U.S. attorney's staff and investigative agents of the federal government, not only on legal matters but personal matters as well.

Ruddy leaves surviving him his wife, Catherine Percy Favre; his daughters, Deborah Favre Bender and Laura Favre Hicks; two grandsons, David and Benton Bender; all of Mobile; and a sister, Nell Favre Harris, of Pascagoula.

The life of William Rudolph "Ruddy" Favre, Jr., is recognized as one of deep dedication to his church, his family, the bar, his community, his state and his country, and his death represents a great loss to each.

The Mobile Bar Association extends its deepest sympathy to the family of Mr. Favre.

George Mortimer Harrison, Jr.

George Mortimer (Tim) Harrison, Jr., of 1805 Northside Drive, Dothan, Alabama, died at the age of 43 in a Pensacola, Florida hospital December 30, 1984, after a short illness.

Tim was born and reared in Dothan. He was a graduate of Dothan High School and attended Marion Military Institute. He received an A.B. and a Juris Doctor degree from the University of Alabama. He served in the United States Army from 1965 until 1968 on the staff of the judge advocate and was separated from the service at Fort Rucker, Alabama, with the rank of captain. Tim had been a member of the law firm of Merrill & Harrison in Dothan since 1968, and was an able lawyer and a member of the Houston County Bar Association, the Alabama Bar Association, the American Bar Association and the Defense Lawyers Association of Alabama.

Tim invariably was interested by, and always interesting to, the people with whom he worked, lived and played. He was a superb sportsman and fished and hunted with contagious enthusiasm and enjoyment. No man ever had better company than in Tim Harrison. His quick wit and ready smile made him delightful company. He will be sorely missed by his many friends.

The members of the Houston County Bar Association regret the untimely death of Tim Harrison and record our appreciation for his high legal ability and sparkling personality. His memory will be cherished, and his passing has been a great loss to this bar association.

Robert Browder Stewart

January 27, 1985. Robert Browder Stewart died suddenly at his home in Montgomery. He was in the 70th year of his life and was vigorous and active for his age. All who knew him feel a keen sense of loss and sadness at his passing. He is survived by his wife, June Lofgren Stewart, and two daughters, Mary Kay (Mrs. Adrian) Culebro of Mexico City, Mexico, and Carol (Mrs. Douglas) Harper of Norfolk, Virginia.

In 1933, Bob Stewart was one of the founders of the law firm of Jones, Murray & Stewart. He still was active in the firm of Jones, Murray, Stewart & Yarbrough at the time of his death. From 1966 to 1964 he served as chairman of the Montgomery County Democratic Committee, and in 1960 he was elected president of the Montgomery County Bar Association. He also was a member of the Alabama State and American Bar Associations and the American Judicature Society. For ten years he was deputy circuit solicitor of the 15th Judicial Circuit.

Bob was the best organized lawyer with whom this writer has dealt closely. His mental organization of legal problems and facts was astounding. He was capable of quickly switching from the tedious preparation of the most complicated legal document to the trial of a fast-moving damage suit. His care and attention to detail were exemplified in many of his representations, including Hank Williams and his estate, as well as many large corporations. Bob guided the merchandising of the Williams music which, it is said, during at least one year sold more than the music of any performer or group other than that of Glenn Miller.

Bob graduated from Sidney Lanier High School and received his bachelor of arts degree in economics and English from Davidson College in Davidson, North Carolina. He earned his law degree from the University of Alabama in 1940. Bob also did graduate work at the University of Virginia and at Stanford University.

Bob served in the Army Air Corps from 1942 to 1946. He was a legal officer with the Corps, serving in Japan and Korea; he left the military with the rank of captain. He was a member of Trinity Presbyterian Church and numerous social and fraternal organizations, including Phi Beta Kappa.

Bob's law firm, his fellow lawyers and all who knew him long will miss this distinguished legal scholar. As one of his longtime associates expressed it, he was "the cream of the crop — so smart, so busy, but never too busy to take time to be a friend."

Robert E. Varner
United States District Judge
Former partner in law firm of Jones, Murray & Stewart 1958-1971


LEGAL RESEARCH HELP: Attorney with seven years' experience in legal research/writing. Access to University of Alabama and Cumberland libraries. Westlaw searches available. Prompt deadline service. $35/hour. Sarah Kathryn Farrell, 1905 Woodlane Place, Birmingham, Alabama 35216. Phone 979-3648. No representation is made about the quality of the legal services to be performed or the expertise of the lawyer performing such services.

LEGAL RESEARCH and writing service: Licensed attorney, B.A. in English, Law Review associate editor, former federal district court clerk, former Alabama Supreme Court clerk. Access to Cumberland library. Rate $35/hour. Irene Grubbs, 988-8521 (locally call greater Birmingham). No representation is made about the quality of the legal services to be performed or the expertise of the lawyer performing such services.

books for sale

FOR SALE: A complete set of Alabama Reported Cases (mixed volumes of Southern, Alabama and Alabama Appellate Reporters); Alabama Digest; Shepard's. Call or write Dan Warnes, P.O. Drawer 906, Guntersville, Alabama 35976, phone 582-6914.


FOR SALE: Southern Reporter, 2d vols. 225-442, $1,500; Code of Alabama, $345; CJ $1,000. Other state and federal publications available. Georgia Law Book Co., P.O. Box 548, Sylvesier, Georgia 31791.


FOR SALE: Southeastern Transaction Guide (20 volumes) completely updated, $450. Call (205) 763-3502 or (703) 560-7067, or contact W.E. Roberts at P.O. Box 164, Lincoln, Alabama 36066.

THE ALABAMA LAWYER CLASSIFIEDS

All requests for classified ad placement must be submitted typewritten and are subject to approval. Alabama State Bar members are not charged for classified notices up to two insertions per calendar year, except for "position wanted" or "position offered" listings, which are at the regular rate. Nonmember advertisers must pay in advance and will receive a complimentary copy of The Alabama Lawyer in which their advertisement is published. Additional copies are $3.00 plus postage.

RATES:
Members: No charge
Nonmembers: $35 per insertion of fifty (50) words or less $.50 per additional word

DEADLINES:
Classified copy and payment must be received no later than the first day of the month prior to publication date, with no exceptions.

MAILING:
Send classified advertising copy and your check, made out to The Alabama Lawyer, to:

Alabama Lawyer Classifieds
c/o Margaret Dubberley
P.O. Box 4156
Montgomery, AL 36101

May 1985
positions offered

MEDIUM SIZED FIRM with large tax practice seeks tax lawyer with two to five years' experience in fringe benefits, ERISA and closely held businesses. LL.M. preferred. All inquiries kept confidential. Reply to Hiring Partner, Sirote, Permutt, et al., P.O. Box 55727, Birmingham, Alabama 35255.

MEDIUM SIZED FIRM with large tax practice seeks tax lawyer for its Huntsville office. Two to five years' experience in general corporate law and taxation. LL.M. preferred. All inquiries kept confidential. Reply to Hiring Partner, Sirote, Permutt, et al., P.O. Box 55727, Birmingham, Alabama 35255.

position wanted

MISSISSIPPI licensed oil and gas corporate attorney seeking to relocate to south Alabama area. 35, married, one child. Total six years' experience covering property, contracts, SEC, blue-sky and NASD compliance. Please reply to P.O. Box 2101, Natchez, Mississippi 37920.

miscellaneous

ANIMAL CRUELTY LAW: Attorneys wanted to form new section on animal rights/cruelty law and cases. For more information contact James R. Foley, 221 East Side Square, Suite 3A, Huntsville, Alabama 35801. Phone: 534-4389.

FARM FOR SALE: Greene County, Alabama, 1,298 acres. Farm, cattle, hunting land. Three miles south of Eutaw, Alabama, on Highway 11. Fenced, two houses, two wells, several farm buildings. Seven ponds stocked with bass and bream, also deer, turkey, quail and small game hunting. See by appointment. Phone 956-3131.

WORD PROCESSING equipment: IBM displaywriters: three Textpack 4 (two with Reportpack), one Textpack 3, two Textpack 2; four 5218A02 printers with automatic sheet feed. Best offer. Inquiries and offers directed to P.O. Box 1109, Mobile, Alabama 36633.

FOR SALE: Gulf Shores — house directly on the Gulf, sleeps 10, fully equipped. Call 836-0922, 833-2245 or write for brochure to Steve Harris, 7211-1st Avenue North, Birmingham, Alabama 35206.

ATTENTION!

ATTENTION ALL POETS

Once again, The Alabama Lawyer is sponsoring a writing contest exclusively for members of the Alabama State Bar and law students. This time, however, instead of submitting your short stories, we want your best and most memorable poetry. We want you to enter!

Specifications: Those entering either must be members in good standing of the Alabama State Bar or students attending a law school within Alabama.

Subject matter is completely to participant’s choosing. Poems must be on 8½ x 11” paper, typed and double-spaced.

The deadline for receiving entries is September 30, 1985. The winning poem, and possibly others, will appear in the November 1985 issue of The Alabama Lawyer. Individuals are limited to one (1) poetic entry, but also may participate in The Alabama Lawyer’s photography contest.

Participants are urged to submit entries early, rather than wait until the closing date.

Send two copies to:

The Alabama Lawyer
P.O. Box 4156
Montgomery, AL 36101

*Please include your name and a telephone number where you may be reached during the day.

ATTENTION ALL AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHERS

The Alabama Lawyer is always on the lookout for color slides, transparencies or prints to use as cover shots for the journal.

Specifications: Photographs must be shot vertically, for enlargement purposes. The Alabama Lawyer is interested in outdoor Alabama seasonal scenes, law-related subjects (such as courthouses, etc.) and anything else you feel would make an "eye-catching" cover. The Alabama Lawyer will attempt to return all photographs not used for covers, if requested, but will not be held responsible for those misplaced. Be sure to send an index card with your address and subject matter of enclosed photograph to:

The Alabama Lawyer
P.O. Box 4156
Montgomery, AL 36101

*Please include your name and a telephone number where you may be reached during the day.
A statewide Sexual Assault Workshop will be held in Mobile May 9 and 10. The workshop is sponsored by the Rape Crisis Center of Mobile, the Lighthouse of Montgomery, Cherokee-Etowah-DeKalb Counties Mental Health Center and the Women's Clinic in Birmingham.

For more information, please contact June Nichols, coordinator, at the C.E.D. Mental Health Center, (205) 492-7800.

**TERRITORIAL SEA**, a quarterly publication on legal developments in the management of marine resources, is entering its fifth year of publication.

The newsletter examines the legal principles behind such issues as fisheries conservation and management, oil and gas development and state vs. federal authority.

For a complimentary copy, contact the Marine Law Institute, University of Southern Maine, 246 Deering Avenue, Portland, Maine 04102 or phone (207) 780-4474.

President-elect James L. North is in the process of making committee appointments for the 1985-86 bar year. If you would like to serve your bar, please return the committee preference questionnaire you recently received, listing your first, second and third choices. If your term on a committee has not yet run, but you would prefer not to be re-appointed, please inform him of that, also. Committees are central to our efforts to serve the profession, the public and the cause of justice. Get involved!

Remember... educational programs are the main feature of the Alabama State Bar's Annual Meeting. Make plans now to be in Huntsville Thursday through Saturday, July 25-27, 1985, and earn as many as 11 CLE credits for your participation.

Have you moved recently? If the answer to that question is yes, double-check that you have submitted a change of address to the Alabama State Bar. If your address is not changed, you will not receive your *Alabama Lawyer* or other important mailings from your bar association. Send your change of address to the Alabama State Bar, P.O. Box 671, Montgomery, AL 36101.

News flash! *The Alabama Lawyer* needs you to keep us informed of news in "your neck of the woods." Please send interesting news to *The Alabama Lawyer*, P.O. Box 4156, Montgomery, AL 36101. Phone (toll-free) 1-800-392-5660, or 269-1515 in Montgomery.
LEGAL PRINTING

Legal and Financial Printers Since 1910
Experienced, Dependable, Responsible, Confidential

Prospectuses, Proxy Statements, Official Statements, Tender Offers, Indentures and Briefs

BIRMINGHAM PUBLISHING COMPANY

130 South 19th Street
Birmingham, Alabama 35233
Telephone: 205/251-5113
Contact: Harold Fulton, Vice President
Fine tools. In the hands of a master they can shape a quality instrument, bring life to a slab of stone or coax a new rose from a handful of earth.

You find masters in every profession. They’re the ones at the top or on their way. They’ve mastered their craft and the tools they use.

For an attorney, those tools are on the shelves of his library.

That’s where you’ll find Corpus Juris Secundum. The last word in legal encyclopedias. The first place to look.

Corpus Juris Secundum contains all the law, all the exceptions. All the time.

Corpus Juris Secundum...for the masters.

You can’t master your craft until you master the tools.